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IMmODUGTlOM 
Mor® than half a contur̂ r has passed since the Idea 
of international oo-op®ratton In the domain of agriculture 
was launched hj DsTld Lubin, Jaaerloan citizen, businessman 
at Sac2mi©ntO| California, fh© insult has been th® establish-
TOnt of the liit®mational Institute of Asricultur© Mid the 
Food m& Agriculture Orsanization of th© Itoited lations CFA0)« 
This study is concerned with the FAO and its potential 
contributions to th® Yietnamese agriculture, 
?i©t Ham at th® prsient tiaje is divided into two 
parts» according to th® Geneva Agreement of July, 1954* 
Information in regajni to th® country north of th© 17th para-» 
11©1 is almost iî ossible to obtain. Thus, the tens ¥l©t 
Nam in this paper refers to the southern part of th® country 
only* 
Th® activities of FAO ar© international in scĉ ®, 
sad have placed h©p,vy ©sgjhasis on technical asolstsoice to 
needy countries, mostly to the tmd®r«d©v©lop®d countries. 
The term "und©r̂ develĉ ed", according to Morman ikxchanan and 
Howard Ellia, means "poor economic performance as evidenced 
by the comparatively low average of consuî Jtlon and material 
2 
well-being of the p®opl©,, plus the potentiality of iBproveaent 
through th© appliGatlon of known means." 
Chapter I deals with the orBaniaation and th© develop­
ment of FAOj chapter II outlines its activities. Chapters 
III and IV describ® th®' ©oonomic, political and social character* 
istics of ¥letnaai©a@ agrioultur© and chapter V evaluates the 
contributions of FAO to ?i®t Mam, 
Gorman Buchanan and Howard Ellis, itot?roaohe8 to 
Econoaic Development. {®i© twentieth Century Fund, N.Y,  1955) 
p. 4, 
GHAPTSR I 
TFS FOOD AHD AaHlCULTUIlE OKaAHIMTIOM 
OP THE UHIfED IIATIOIS 
During the postwar period, international organizations 
w@r© created with the hope that through the work of these 
organinations, people all over the world would co-operate 
with ©ach other to promot© comon welfare and to laaintain 
international paaa© and securitj. Among these specialised 
asencies, the Pood and Agrioultur© Organisation, (PAO), of 
the United Nations was the first to be created, Sino© its 
establishment, the Pood and .digriculturs Orsanisation, of the 
United Nations, has played an iaportant role in world affairs 
since its activities ooacom the basic necessity of peĉ lej 
food. 
Although the FAO was created at th© first session of 
the Conference of the Food imd ̂ riculture Organisation at 
1 
Quebec on October 16, 19̂ 5» the or̂ janization has a histoiy 
dating back to 1943, when the United Hations met at the 
Conference on Pood and jlgriculture at Hot Springs, Viî inia, 
U, S, A., where the eomerston® of the organisation was laid, 
îtoited Nations, (New 
York, 1956,) p, 353. 
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It seeias to be liapossibl© to describe the rol© of FAO ia th© 
world eoonomj without taking into oonsideimtion the clrouiistaiices 
that led to the meeting at Hot Bprings; that is, th© food and 
agricultural situation during th@ 1930*s and th® early 1940*s. 
Throe main factors affeotod world agricultur® during this 
period of timoj the reorientation of world agricultur©, th© 
nutrition aoveraont and the food emergency during the war. 
Curing the pre»war period, thore xms over-oxpansioa 
of world agriculture due to th© impact of the First World War 
and th© iraprovemont of fans teohnologj?-. With the e2!5)'ansion of 
agricultural production and a lag in dem.snd, the aoGUffiulation 
of burdensome stocks caused a gradual but steady declin© in 
the price of agricultural coismoditles, Iher© was a spread 
of protectionism all over the world. Price supporting moas-
ures in exporting countries and efforts by iiroorting countrios 
to protect their farmers against price pressure and Incroased 
Imports aggravated agricultural laaladjustmont# Farmers in 
in̂ ortins countries in the situation of relative over* 
producticm began to expand output. All this forced countries 
to follow an agricultural policy contrary to the ihheront 
natural and ©conoiaic advantagts of the farming systom. Ih 
the Itoited Statos, for instance, H, R, Tolley, Mminlstrator 
of th© Agricultural Administration, had been trying to interest 
the people in a prosram to shift from cereals and cotton to 
O 
protective foods. In the meantime, countriea in SXirope, 
%ohn D, Black, "The International Food Movement," 
The American Economic Review, XXXIII, (December, 1943), 
pp. 794-795. 
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sucii as Switzerland, Holland, and whose exports of 
cheese, "bacon md butter had diaiinished, applied lî ort duties 
on bread and feed grain and encouraged the local production 
of these conmodities. Prance, Italy and Japan adopted a 
policy directed toward greater self-sufficiency,̂  
P. L. McDougall of Australia did not approve of this 
since his country produced much wheat and other foodstuffs. 
He ar̂ ed that airopean countries devoted too much labor, 
and land to the production of cereals. Instead, they should 
devote the time, labor, and land to producing protective foods 
lacking in many diets and buy cereals from countries where the 
4 cost of production Is lower. It was upon his idea, together 
with the influence of Sir John Orr of England, that S. M, Bruce, 
m Australian delegate at the sixteenth assembly of the League 
of Nations, proposed the marriage of health m.d agriculture 
and stressed the necessity of changing the incidence of state 
protective subsidies so that they would serve to increase 
consumption rather than to restrict production. 
The nutrition Movement. She study of nutrition in 
relation to public health by the Health organization of the 
League of Nations dates back to 1925 when the Yugoslav 
delegation requested the Health Coraalttee to study the 
Brandt, fhe Reconstruction of World Agriculture. 
(Norton & Co., Hew Xork, 1945), pp. T7-113. 
'̂ T=. D'» BlacM, P* 793* 
L̂eague of Nations, Technical Goiraiesion of the Health 
Committee of the League of Nations, The Problem of nutrition. 
II, {Geneva, 1936), p. 5. 
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"methods to be 3?©cosiiBend©d in th© interests of public health 
for th© mgulation of th© manufaetur© and of th® sal® of food 
s 
produots,." Since th®n» th© newer knowledge of nutriticm 1© 
available. During the 1930*s th© Bitematlonal Labor Ĉ fie© 
had approached nutrition as a factor In health from the stand­
point of the welfare of labor., HowoTer, this Idea did not 
b©eom@ popular until 1935« At th© assembly of the League of 
lationa that year, the loading proponents of th© idea Induced 
the league of Nations to adopt a more asgreasl̂ '© international 
prograja for grappling with the projoot of utilising agricul­
tural ©uiplus production for better health, ThB group for 
advancoment of health in using aorlcultural products effec-
tlTely argued that 5 
1, The provision of food adequate in quantity and 
quality will hâ e a more profound effect upon national health 
than any other single reform, 
2, lJutritional scienc© can lay down optimum standards 
for any giTon country, 
3, Hi© application of science to agriculture would 
enable uo to provide all food required, 
4, Ihe adoption of sound nutritional standaMs on 
a world wide basis would hav© a highly favorabl® effect on 
world agricultural and world trade, 
5, The accoaplisluaont of these aims requires 
international coordination of national action, and also 
L̂eague of Nations, cit., p. 1. 
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international assistanc© to aanj countries.*̂  
In the meant im©, Drs, E, Bumet and M# R, î ferojd, 
working with th© Health Organization of th© League of latlons, 
drew up a general report on nutrition in view of th@ studj 
of nutrition In relation to public health. This report 
dealt with th© position of nutrition in public health and 
preT©ntiv@ medicine, "nutrition in relation to health is 
one of th® most lî ortant aspect® of preventive medlein© and 
the r®c©nt progress in th© science of nutrition laakes it 
8 
essential for public health to develop along new lines." 
This report also states that nutrition is put forward, 
not otCLf a® a physiological problem but also as an eoemomic, 
agricultural, industrial aad coffiaercial problem, !aius, It 
eî haslsses the relationship between nutrition and ©conoBle 
conditionss 
"Production, dletrlbutlon and consun̂ Jtlon 
have hitherto been considered mainly as 
economic problem® without sufficient 
regard to their effect on public health, 
but the effect of the economic depression 
has directed attention to the sap which 
almost everywhere exists between dietary 
needs as determined by physlolosy aund the 
means of eatlifying them under exlstlns 
conditions. The general problenj of nutri­
tion as It presents Itself today is that 
of hamonizlng economic and public health 
conditions, "9 
D, .Black, cit., p. 797. 
%easue of Nations, ogj. cit,, p, 4, 
L̂eague of Nations, cit,, p. 5. 
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Th© report of Drs, Baraet m& Aykroyd was published 
in 1935# at the tlm© when housiiis nutrition w©r© oecupj-
ing a foremost position in th© public health problem* Oonse-
qu©ntly» this report and argument of th© group for ad-v̂ anoemsnt 
of health provided aiaterial for a general disouetion of the 
problems of nutrition in relation both to public health and 
to economic rmoretj at th@ General Assemblj of th© 'Leâ e 
of nations •• As a result of the discussion,, th© Gouneil of th© 
Leaijue of Nations appointed the Mixed Oofflmlttee for th© study 
10 
of th© Problem of lutritlon* ©lis Gofflmltteei includlî  
agricultural,, ©conomic and health ©35p©rts, considered th® 
subject of nutrition in relation to public health and to the 
effects of improY@d nutrition on th© consuiaptlon of agricul­
tural products, with the aim of dlainishlj!® undarautrition 
and malnutrition,, fh® Goiiaitt©© continued to work during th© 
war, and th© national coiBaiitt©«s of manj countries began to 
function.̂  ̂
1!h® Food Baemenoy litoring the War.- World War II did 
not have serious iipact upon th® food supplj until th® spring 
of 1942 when ibcis occupations had cut off vast sourcos of 
vital food supplies. Si Europe, wh#n th© Horth-¥e@tem areas 
w©r© lost, the great dair̂  and hog-producing areas went with 
them. Fisheries in the North Sea and Iceland were virtually 
at a standstill. In the Far Sfest, with the occupation of the 
*̂̂ lfeague of Mat ions,. clt.. p* 5* 
^̂ Karl Brandt, The Reconstruction of World iter 1 culture. 
{¥, Morton & Coiapany, New Xbrk, 1945)» P* 328',' 
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Japanese, th© world's largmt ©portable surplus of rloe was 
lost, t6s@ther with large supplies of vegetable oil, fats, tea 
md sugar. This situation made the problem of feeding the 
peopl© of th© world a serious one since victory depended as 
iKich on th© moral® and pow®ri of enduranc© of th© civilian 
population as on the ©ffiolsncj of th© fighting forces. Moral© 
and powers of enduranc© csomot b© maintained unless th® whole 
population is on a di#t adequate to maintain health, fh@r©-
fore, war food polioj must be based on health r®{|uiram©nts.̂  ̂
At th© tiia® when the essential donands of th© Unitod 
Mations w@re inereaiing steadily, the growlns manpower short* 
age was affecting supply in all aspects, incluang production, 
manufacturing and transportation# 
As th@ gap batwoon supply and demand widened, food 
presented a critical problem during the war. The serious 
shortage of foodstuffs made it obvious that the production of 
essential food ®ust be increased and close co-operation among 
the United Nations in T@QB.rd to food supply maintained. In 
the meantime, the control over food consumption should be 
strengthened, 
Ihe problem was urgent and coiaplex. Some mesais had 
to be found for the interchange of Infoxraation and the develop­
ment of an international plan to make the best use of the free 
world's diminishins resources of manpower, maohinej:̂ , land 
and other materials on the food front, Recopiissins the 
orr and D. Lubboch,  ̂fiOEM IS 
time. (Macmillan, London, 1940), p. 1. 
10 
seriousness of the problem, th@ United States and &r®at 
Britain created an international bodj with authority to 
consider the world food situation in all its aspects* On 
June 9t 1942, th© Gomblnad Food Board was established in 
Washington, D, Kie purpoao of the Food Board was 
clearly stateds "th© board was to b@ an intomational body 
through which arrangements could be mad© to utilise fully 
all th© food resources of th© linited Sationa,"̂ '̂  ITie prin* 
cipal task of tho Combined Food Board was th© equitable 
division among th© various claimint countries of the total 
food supplies available to the United Mationa# The Board 
ŝo took into consideration aany related oomiaodities such as 
vitamins, seeds, ©ssontlal oilSj fsrtilizers, and agricultural 
and food machine!̂ » fh@ Coabinod Food Board carried on the 
job of allocating coiniaoditios int̂ niationally; production and 
distribution prograias, shipping, consumption control and 
supply to civilian progrEuas for liberated areas until th© 
Pood and Agriculture Organization took it over.̂  ̂
Besides these three main factors-»-the emergency of war, 
the nutrition movement, and the agricultural reorientation— 
there existed also a new trend of thought which emeî ed in 
the last depreasion in all countries that suffered fro® its 
destructive impact). The people were discontent with the 
3̂war Food Mministration, U, 3, Department of 
%rloulture, BmSXk 2l Bt® SSIffil* 3.945, p. 1. 
P-
3-5united Hat ions, IMited nations Yearbook. 1946-1947, 
New York, 194?)» p. 689. 
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situation in which maohinery and oth©r aean® of produc­
tion lâ  idle while th®r© w#r© willing workers out of ©sjploj-
ment and the consumers needed and wanted goods but w@r© unable 
to obtain them. ITais led to th® conviction that gill economic 
adjustments which atteî t̂ to altlgat© th© ®ff@cts of depression 
by operating an economy of ecarcity ar® wrong and 111 conceived 
Moreover, it was felt that the real attack upon th® evils of 
depression and un@mploym©nt must be directed toward an economy 
of abundaac© and the balanced and full utilization of all 
17 economic resources. 'fh@ belief was also expressed that th© 
human race is abl© to create a world in which all the peopl® 
in ©very nation will have at least ©nough to eat at all times# 
Ihes© Idoaa so inspired th© public in th© Iftiited llngdom and 
the Iftiited States that Presldeaat Roosevelt Incorporated thorn 
into th© four freedoms as "freedom from want" which aeans "a 
secure, an adequate, and a suitable supply of food for ever̂  
man. 
The conception of freedom from want, bom of the current 
trend of thought at that time, inspired the Halted Nations 
Conference on Pood and Agriculture in 1943, Th© iraportance 
of world food and agricultural production and distribution, 
thus consun̂ jtion, in the future was realized by American and 
^̂ Itoited States (Jovemnent Printing Office,, United 
m F.9M FXml 
Repoyfe (Ŵ ahinston, 1943), p. 59. 
'̂i'lbld. p. '21. 
l̂ Ibld. p. 1, 
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British leaders and was reflected in the invitations t© the 
conference sent to governments on March 30# 1943• 
"The purpose of the conferenc© is to provide 
an ĉ portunity for an exohango of views and 
information with respect to the following 
topics and for exploiting and seeking agree-
mont in principles as to th© most desirable 
and practicabl© mean© and methods of dealing 
with th© followins problams** 
Plans and prospects of various countri©® 
for the post war period regarding production, 
iî ort and other essential agricultural 
products, with a view to ifflproving progres­
sively in each country the levels of 
consuii5>tion within the framework of the 
opportunities and possibilities of an 
expansion of its geneaml economic activity. 
Such consideraticm will be entirely divorced 
from the question of the provision of relief* 
Possibilities of co-ordinating and 
stimulating by international action, national 
policies looking to th© improvement of 
nutrition and the enhancement of consumption 
in general. 
Possibilities of setting up interna­
tional agreements, srswisements and institu­
tions deaipied to promote efficient production 
of foodstuffs and other essential ̂ 'jrlcultural 
products and to ensure for the world adequate 
supplies of such products with due considera­
tion to the attainment of equitable prices 
froii the viewpoint of both producers stnd 
consumers• 
Oo)mniercî 4"'financial and other arrange­
ments which ŵ ij be necessaî  in order to 
enable the cottntries of the world to obtain 
the foodstuff® aaad other essential agricul­
tural products -yaLch they will need to main­
tain adequate marfcets for their own surplus 
production. 
It is upon this invitation that on ifay 18, 1943, at 
Hot Springs, the Conference on Food and î griculture took 
19 "̂ Department of State, "Invitation to the Conference 
on Food and Agriculture," Department of State Bulletin ¥111. 
(April 3, 1943,), p. 271. 
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place, with 44 eoimtrles representthr©®»fo\irtha of the 
world population. The conferenoe oonsldered the goal of 
freedom from want in relation to food and ̂ rieulture* 
Adiiittins that there has never been enoû  food for the 
health of the people» it expressed the belief that the 
of freedom from want of food suitable and ade<iuate for the 
health aM strength of all people ean be aehievedi that it 
is possible to balance world consumption imd production of 
food and agricultural products, Ihis is based upon the 
belief that modem science shows that it is econofflical for 
farmer® to expand agricultural production on a world scale 
and it is also eoonomicallj possible for consumers to get 
the products they need froia world agriculture.̂  ̂
!Ehe Conference was also m&rm of the importance of 
industry in the advancement of agriculture, since the stifflilus 
of additional purchasins power throû  the sound development 
of industry is indispensable to any comprehensive prosraa 
for the advancement of agriculture,̂  ̂
Mother important discussion was the place and func« 
tions which might be given to international arrangements for 
the control of basic staple foodstuffs enterins international 
trade, 2he conferenoe agreed that an arrangement mst be 
made to eliminate excessive short-term movements in the 
Ûnited States Government Printing Office, TO 
m liM §# EM=. Mi mA 
Report {̂ shington. P. C,, 1943)» p. 11. 
23-lb id., pp. 25-.24, 
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prices of food imd asrleultural coraQodlties to mitigat© 
general inflati«mary or deflationary movements, and to faol-
litat© adjustment in production which may he necesiarj to 
prevent economic misallocation. fhls bî ught up the ides 
of establlshlî  a buffer stook arrangement to level out 
op 
periods of shortage and surplus. 
Aware that the work involved In accomplishlns these 
objectives must be irnaens® and longi the citation of a 
permanent and specialized ox̂ anisation wai agreed upon by 
all representatives at the conference, Thus, the Itolted 
Nation® Interia Comffilssion was set up in June, 1943. 1̂ ® 
function of this eommlssion was to formulate and to recoia-
mend for consideration by each member sovemment a specific 
plan for permanent oî anizatlon, to prepare a report on the 
suggested structure and functions of the orsanization md to 
draw up a technical report to serve a® a working base for 
23 the first ccmference. 
The acceptance of the project of the Interim Coaimission 
by 20 nations during the period of 1944*1945 permitted a 
convocation at Quebec on October 16, 1945. At the opening 
of this session, the Food aaid Agriculture Organisation of 
the Iftiited Nation® officially cŝ e into being with the 
sî iî  of its constitution. 
22Ibid., pp. 58-60, 
^̂ Preasible of the Constitution of the FAO of the U.N, 
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Aocordln® to the constitution, FAO's aetivities differ 
from those of ether speoiallaad agenoios, except for th© 
3iitemational Labor Organization and the United Nations 
saticational, Social and Cultural Organisation, by not having 
a particular and specific ©nd, Th® end of FAO is as Isycge 
as that of the United Hations OrBanimtlon and its spoelall* 
nation is characterlEed by using certain specific methods 
determined by the objectives that it has propos©d» In th« 
preaiabl# is found th© following statement of objeetlvess 
"The nations aoceptins this constitution, 
being determined to promot® th© eoamon 
welfar© by furthering s@parat© and collect 
tlv© action on th#lr part for the purpose 
of; 
raising levels of nutrition and 
©tandards of living of the ps'crales under 
th@ir r©sp@ctlv© jurisdictions. 
securing lî rov̂ ments in th© ©ffic-
i©ncy of th© production and distribution 
of all food and agricultural products. 
battering th# condition of ruî l 
populations, and thus contributing 
toward an expanding world ©conomy. 
in 0'rd®r to achlev® this goal, PAO functions in th«© 
main waysi 
1, Providing an intelligenc© service, including 
facts and figures relating to nutrition, food and asricultur© 
«id also appralaals and forecasts of production, distribution 
and consumption in th® Industryj 
2, Proffiotlr̂  and recomaendlng national and interna­
tional action towaM th© improvement of scientific, technolo* 
gical, social and economic aspects of production, marketins# 
Ĉonstitution of the FAO, Article I, 
16 
processing and distritoutloii of agrloultural productsj 
3, Conservation of natural resources and the adop­
tion nationallj and intenmtlonally of policies relating to 
agricultural credit and of international policies with 
respect to agricultural eomffioditj arrangement 
fhe FAO internal structure is governed "by the follow­
ing principles: 
1* Over-all power is nested in the Director Qenemlj 
2 ,  Decentraligation at the regional level? 
3, Promotion of the FAO program in member countries 
by latlonal FAO Coaiiittees | 
4, International co-operation through use of the 
co-ordinating committee. 
The governing bodj of the FAO is the Conference, the 
World Pood Council and the Staff» directed by a Birector 
General. 
The Oonferencet the polloy-maklns body of the ©x̂ anim-
tion is composed of one representative of each member nation, 
fhe Conference meets once every two years to review PAO works, 
determine policy and approve budget. They also review the 
food and agricultural situation and the program and plsai of 
th® member nations to recomaend national and international 
sections, 
%̂nited Nations t gverraan * .s. tlnited Hat lone, (U, H,, 
New York, 1956), p. 353* 
^̂ Constitution of the FAO of the U.f, Article IVj 
Article III, paragraph 5» amended at the 5th session, 1949* 
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Between sessions, the Gounell of PAO, or th® iforld 
Food Council ooB̂ osed of 24 r©pres®ntati-r®a of meaber nations 
©leoted by the eonfarenc© and on® .Independent ohalnnaii, sup@r-
Tlses th® work of the oî anization, reviews th© world food 
and agricultural situation and-makes recoomendations to aember 
nations, international ooaaaodity authorities and other 
international agencies*̂  
•The Director General, ohosen by the Conferenee, heads 
the secretariat. Guided by the general ĵ ecoimaendatlons of 
th® conference and the World Pood Council, the Director 
General has full powers and authority to direct the work 
P8 of the organization, fhe staff Is oî î-zed into techni­
cal divisions! agriculture, economics and statistics, fisheries, 
forestry and forest products, nutrition, rural welfare, techni­
cal assistance and Information. Regional offices were estab­
lished by the third conference to take advantage of regional 
machinery when planning and carrying out technical missions 
with a view of attaining the highest possible efficiency at 
a mlnlMiia cost. 
In problems of co-ordination of technical programs, 
the I>irect6r General is advised by a co-ordination coimittee 
of seven membersj there is also a continuing coamittee on 
cojamodity problems* National FAO Coamlttees, established in 
Ibid., Article ¥. 
^̂ Ibld.. Articles VII and ¥111. 
18 
52 eowntrl0B, serve ©s contaots between FAO and so'̂ ê n̂msntEl 
m& noa*so¥errai®ntal agenci®!. 
Like other specialized agencies, FAO is not a part of 
tli@ United Nations, hut an ind̂ endent organization. It is 
an international oar̂ anizatlon from the point of vl&u of its 
eosŝ ositlon, its oif̂ anlzation and its internal structur®. 
However, witli the contractual relations with the Ifiaited 
Nations, PAG has become a lateral branch of the ateinistratiw 
system of th© Halted Ifatlons, with doe© co-operation with 
that orsanizatlon from the standpoint of administration as 
29 
well as financial said budget matters. 
Furthermore, FAO is a purely Inter-govemniental 
organization J only national govemoents may be iBembers; the 
agricultural unions and other interest groups play th© role 
of obsorrer or consultant only. Aecoz*dins to the Article XI 
30 
of th© Constitution, all fiieiaber nations agr®© to submit 
every year a detailed report on food and agriculture. These 
reports, once they have bean sath@r©d and analyzod, permit 
th© organlEation to haTe a total 'ylew of the food and agrî -
culture of the world. Hot only do they serve as the basis of 
discussion among nations belonging to FAO,but also furnish 
th© United Nations and member nations infonaatlon on modes 
cf culture, prices, production and distribution of agricultural 
Ĉharter of th® Ifeiited Hations, Articles 17/3 aad 
63/2, 
^̂ Constitution of the FAO of th® Itotited Hations, 
Article XI, 1 and 3. 
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product a* fhwB, they help th© member soverraomts In fomu-
lating their agrioultural polisi®s on on© hand* md m th# 
other, holp put these polloies Into effect. 
1956» the Food and Agrloultur© Oẑ anlzation of 
th# Uttlted Nations, with its headquarter© in Roiae, had a 
total m@mberahlp of T3 nations1 and a budget of 6*6 million 
dollar®, not inoludins more than 8 million dollars from the 
Iftiited Nations %)eeial Fund which finances th© Utaited Mat ions 
Sscpanded Proŝ aa of Teohnioal Assistane©,̂  ̂
The work of the Pood and Agriculture Oî aniaation of 
th@ iteited Nations tends to fail in the domain of applied 
science, oriented toward the establishment of an international 
clearing house of cun̂ nt agricultural information and at the 
saia® time a center of technical asaistanc® In agriculture 
deirelopment. fhe organigation has as its goal the elimina­
tion of difficulties which are encountered in agricultural 
production and distribution. This goal, which falls directly 
or indirectly in the sphere of the social sciences, has met 
a series of social problems that make it necessary to co­
operate with other specialized agencies such as the Interna­
tional Labor Orsanlzation, and the World Health Organization, 
^̂ iftiited Nat ions, MSM SsM2ia» ("• , 
lew York, 1956), p. 354. 
CBAFrm II 
THE ACflVIfllS OF fHl PCK)D AMD 
AmiaULTmE 0»AMIZAfl01 OF THE UHIfl© lAflOIS 
®ils la th0 X3th y&ar in the life of the FAO whose 
work is to increas® th® production, to iî ro'̂ r® distribution 
and UB& of food and other farm products in order to better 
th® condition of rural people. Those actMties are based 
upon two main principles s 
1, "llalntainins an intelligenc© eervice for 
member soverniBonts and for its own staff to 
be utiliaed in th© action programs it operates| 
2, Prasiins and developing action programs to 
supplement thos© initiated by govBmmentB mid 
in whioh FAO, m th© recpest of such govern-
ments, i® in a position to participate*̂ ! 
In order to aohiove th#se objeotlvep, FAO*a activities 
fall into these divisions. 
STAflSflCAL ACIIiriTIBS 
too of the nmjor responsibilities of FAO is maintaln-
ing an intelligenc© service so that govomments and international 
organlzationB which hav® th® responsibilities of promoting th® 
production of food and agriculture can hav© adequate up-to-
dat© and reliable information for national planning and have 
^FAo, ssBaet at m Plrpotpr msiai. I95?r^95i, 
(Rom©, 1953)» p. 2* 
# 
perlodie appraisals of th® eurrent smd prospective situations 
in all parts of th® worldCon«®qu©ntly» the first $t̂  taken 
t5f FAO is 0 one ©nt rat ins iipo» th© senrloes in statistics to meet 
th© emoî eiicies mid the actions contofl̂ jlatefi for th# a©T#lop-
m©nt of FAO, Th© major works of FAO in statistic® ar# in the 
fields of oolleoting iaad publishiii® of statistical material 
on production, marketing, international trade, prices, nutrition, 
world food census, food "balance sheets, crop and ll-restocl 
estimates! promoting iaproveaient and co-ordination of national 
statistics J promoting tli© -utiliaation of statistics and eco-
noaic intelligence in national programs? and finally' working 
toward nnifora standards and methods in statistics. 
According to a constitutional provision,̂  FAO imst 
require aeaber govermaents to furnish every month statistical 
data pertinent to the acti¥ities of faraers, fishermen, forest 
workers, and processors of ê r̂icultural raw material. Once 
these data are collected, they are analyzed and published. FAO 
has published a number of statistical publications including 
the "Monthly Bulletin of Agricultural Sfeonomice and Statistics", 
"Yearbook of Food gyad Agrieultural Statistics", "Yearbook of 
Fishery Statistics", "Yearbook of Forest Products Statistics*'.• • 
fhe Work of FAO 1947*1948. Washiiiston, D. C,, 
1948), p. 61. • 
Ârticle XI of the Constitution of the FAOt "Each 
member nation shall, on request, conounicate to the Organiaatlon, 
on publication, all laws and regulations and official reports 
and statistics concemins nutrition, food and agriculture." 
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The Monthly Bulletin of /igriculttiral Stooiioaics Statistics 
SiT08 prices of th# principal agricultural productbased on 
about 200 price catesoĴ ios and 100 Indices of cost of livins*. 
The Yearbook of Food and Agricultural Statistics Is composed 
of two volumes J th© first is d®¥Ot©d to production aad th© 
second to trade, these giv© data concemins crops,- cattle 
and trad© of mor© than 80 products for about 150 Qountrl@s and 
territories.̂  
Another fundamental actlvitj has been the work on food 
balance sheets which show the estimated per capita supply of 
a foodstuff in a country measured by the total production, 
adjusted for In-and-out movements in trad®, for changes in 
stocks, and for any quantities used for aninial feeding,- se©d, 
industrial production and other puiposes apart from food. In 
conblnation with th© dietary studies, these balance sheet® ara 
used also as powerful tools for analysing the adequacy of 
supplies for nutrition and th© extent to which ImproTeaents 
are being aohi©¥©d. In 1949, PAO published food balanc© 
e 
sheets for 41 countries# 
Starting in 1949, FAO began the preparation of a World 
Census of %riculturs. Th© Census has assisted so"S'®™0®iits 
and their people in gathering information about their orni 
agriculture, m addition, the Censui is helpful to PAO in 
vol, X, parts 1 and 2,3oae, IPW. 
F̂AO, ̂  Work gf 1948-1949, (Washington, D.C. 
1949), p. 49# 
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making short tem and long term plans. Moreover» it furnishes 
a basis for the initiation of current statistical progrsmsi in 
the md©r-.dev®loped countriaa. About 95 countries and t©rri-
6 
tories participated in this program during the year of 1955. 
FAO has also established th@ international eoî arabl© 
indes: number of agrioultural production. These nufflbers w®rt 
available first in 1948, Siete numbers haT© b©en eonstrueted 
for about 50 oountrl@fi consisting of two main series, on© for 
food production and th« ©th#r for production of agricultural 
coamoditl®B» Such index mwbers can suHmariss® a mass of infor* 
laation in a few figures* For example., th® difference b©tw©@n 
the prewar imd the present pattern of world food and ĝ ricul-
tural production ie clear from such index numbers as thesej 
if the prewar period is used as a baa©, th© indices for food 
production for 1952-1953 w®re 100 for Austria, and I70 for 
Goloiibia, but 89 for Btama and 92 for indices 
for total agricultural production in the same year wore 100 
for Austria, 1?1 for Colombia, 90 for Burma and 90 for 
7 Argentina. 
Besides these activities on statistics, PAO has also 
established statistical trainins centers* Since a competent 
statistical report is difficult and highly technical, requiring 
fullness an.d accuracy, in many und©r-deT©lop@d countries, these 
Ûnited Nations, United Hations Yearbook. 19̂ '̂ * 
(Mew York, 1954), p. 758* 
'̂ fao, Î r̂̂ ,QQk of I22d ̂  Igyi,c,ultoya3, Statistics. 
Volume X, Part 171̂ ,, (Home, 1956), p. 26. 
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reports ar® not sfttisfactorj. In view of the fital li|>ortano# 
of developlĵ  statlstic-al data relating to agrieultuî l pro­
duction, trad© and prices, FAO is ass latins thoso gofomaonts 
to iBiprov© their Btatistlcs* Statistical centers ar© held In 
î ris, Cairo, New Bolhi, Coeta Rica—In each c©nt©r classroom 
work Is oomblnod with laboratoî  ex®rels@@. In Iw Delhi, th® 
students particlpatod in a trial ©raumoration, with clattworlc 
adapted to th® roQUlreaionta of th« itudonts* QmrB&B ©ff«r®d 
coTored ©lommtaî  ®tatistio©, applied statletie®, saapllng 
all aspect a of ŝ rlcultiiral ©onsusos, domographio statistic® 
8 
and mrt&nt agrlcultuml r̂ orting. Sine® 1949. this prograja 
has been inoltided in th© Sscpanded Technical Assistanc® P«?graffi 
(ESAP) Mid FAO has co-op@rat#d with the United lation® and 
WHSSCO in training ®tatl«ticlans for raomber nations* 
S30II«1GS AQTFfTSmS 
1310 ©conomie actlTitios of FAO consist of helping 
goTemmonts deal with iamediat® aM lOBger torn probloms of 
food and ̂ ricultur©, fh@ aain st®ps takon bj FAO for agri­
cultural deirelopm«at wore to mobilize x̂ tourcee and utillg® 
physical roEources and lî roired technologj* 
si. tm, MsMmr 
laent. A regular feature of FAO*s work oinc© its ©stabll»ha©nt 
ha® been th® assistance to so'srommonts in progẑ â lns 
planning their vaxi.ouB sgricultural parojocts and to ensure 
®FAO, saa Jfaas st m (Washlaston, D. 0., 
1950), pp. AS-WT 
/̂ 5 
the ®8tabliBhii©nt of on ot&@t of priority related to a-railitbl® 
flBSiioial and tifchnioal msouroos. This assistaiio© has taĴ î 
th# form of either asrioultursl sissiona, or Individual @sp#rts 
wor&lns i» clos® hsmony with th« govommont departmmte oon-
0@m©d* The sisslona were sent to Gr©©e®, fhailandj Folmid--
*rh©ra a group of ©xports qualified to d@al with all phases of 
agrloultur® w@r© sent by F40. fhaa© oxporta studied the plac® 
of ths ̂ ol© agrieultural struetur© la th© aatioml m& intar-
national ©conomy, staying ia th© country from throo months to 
a year, after whieh tim® th® mission made a report, ineluding 
general reooiraendations, so that th# oountfg' eould aajfe® plana 
Q 
in dewloplng Its agrioulture# 
M recent years # indi-yidual ©ĵ erts have taken th© 
place of the mission in pro-riding asgittanc® in planning the 
national programs# Soaetimes their time is devoted to work 
along general lines ̂ 11© at other times specific pTObless 
d@mmid their attention. In Cambodia, for instance, an FAO 
expert waa working on m agricultural policy iahioh included 
agricultural questions, financial arrangements, and adialnis-
trative structure in the agricultural eervice of the goverrment, 
M Jordan, work was don© on a surrey of agricultural problems 
and the derelopment of the Jordan Valley with the Iŝ jrOTeaent 
Report Ilia FAQ Mssim for Greece. FAO, 
Washington, D, C,, U, S, A., 19WI 
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of gmlii product ion oad haada.iiig«-proj®ots uliloh ar® Ifflportaat 
in 
in gtodlfjing th© advers© trade balance 
M Gejion# the goTeiiiaent d®T®iopm®iit plan seeks to 
itjcreae© eoonomio stabilltj tjj ©neouresiHg th© sattliias of 
nm land and mor© efficient production in exlstins areas under 
cultivation, whioh will bring about greater food piquet ion# 
To assist the Cejlontsa govorment in the iii>l©aontation of 
this plan, an FAO dry faming espert has laid down an eigjori-
aental basis for land uea of orop seleetion and has ostablished 
suitable ajstea® of tillage and cropping, aŝ jhasising the 
maintenance of fertility and guarding against erosion,̂  ̂In 
Indonesia, FAO alao ha® provided ®::̂ ®rt8 in mechanical logging 
to prepare a plan for mechanical extraction, 
PAO has alao considered the consuî tion of the products 
of agriculture, forest and fish®ri©â  sine® production is not 
the only concern. In Malaya, PAO experts helped th© govemaont 
in planning agricultural marketing with particular r@f@reno© 
to ric© and a series of invostigations into th@ ©oonomic status 
of farmersI th© systoo of marketing, and th© price levels at 
T p 
various steps botwoMi th® producer and ccaisum®r war® made. 
Sine© 1953» the problem of coamodity surplus in dif­
ferent countries has risen, th© changed situation sake® it 
St m mm m 1252=1252, 
(Rom®, 1953), pTwl 
^̂ Ibid,, p. ?. 
p* 15. 
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uî ent to national agricultural progî aias with th© 
ovtrall ©oonomic prosi'am so that aeasuî s to encourage 
promotion are plam®d alons with methods of expanding dom* 
©stlc markets • Xh© Garrlhean conaalsaion of FAO has mad® a 
detailed survey of th© asricultural economy to obtain th© 
desirable direction for developing a number of islands with 
a view to achieving the elimination of wasteful eô etltion 
and a plan or program which is in harmony with the policies of 
13 
the governments concerned. 
Besides national prograimaing, PAO*s activities stress 
the problems of financing agricultural develcjpiaent. Since th© 
budget of FAO is limited and does not perait PAD to lend to 
needy countries, its activities are mainly the providing of 
Intellisence servlcee and acting as intermediary. FAO has 
studied the world*s need for and possible uses of agriciAltural 
credit both wljhln countries and internationally, for the 
unutilized or inadequately utllisied areas. It also studied 
the possibility of utlllzins credit for the encouragement of 
fasilly farmins and secondary IMuetrles,̂  ̂ m 1949* FAO and 
the Economic Goffimisslon for Latin America co-operated in 
surveylns the agricultural credit in SI Salvador, The result 
of this survey was followed by the national action of that 
A0tlTltl»8 si m under m. mi. 
{Rome, 1955)f p. 49. 
St tM 
(Washington, 1946)), p. 32. 
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Qcnmttj to meet the credit need© of small seal© agricultural 
producers 
FAO has also doTtloped th© "superrised credit" for aaall 
soale farmers who are not ahl© to provide oollat@r̂  riHjuirod 
"by ordinary oredit agencies# 3up©nriged credit conaistss of 
funds ss'antod by an agency mostly belonglns to the soir#r»m®nt 
at lov interest rates on th© basis of tii@ character of th© 
borrower and his possibilities of using such credit to b®tt@r 
his economic conditic«i®| the suporrfBion consists of Slv@n 
to hia by extension workers or other experts in making good 
use of- the funds. In duatomala, for instance, PAO ̂ id th® 
United Nations have collaborated to survey th@ living condi­
tions of th® rural population. Th® outcome of this survay was 
a plan for rural betterment sot up thx̂ ugh a system of super­
vised credit 
In order to finance agricultural dovelopmont, FAO has 
play#d th@ rol© of Intermedial̂ ». co-operating with th® Inter­
national Bank for Eoconstructlcm and Bevolopmont (IBRD)# J&i 
Pakistan, for Instanoi, PAO has acted aa intermedial̂  botween 
th© Paicistaniau government and IBRB so that th® latter aad# 
loans to finane© th© construction of grain storage faciliti©®,̂ ® 
¥oa 2l IM mSzmo, (Washinston, D. C., 
1950), p. 7. 
3.SpA0, Sm mm si aS5Slzmi» {Washington, B. C,, 
1951), p. 41, 
^̂ In conformity with the draft agreoiâ t of th© FAO and 
the IBRD at Bretton Woods, the baaik has to consult FAO In its 
agricultural credit policy as well as in a particular oas®* 
iSpAo, aa St EM* Mmmk at Ba 2smtol» 
{Rom®, 1951), p. IS. 
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All activitlss of F40 under this headline fall int© 
th© activities of the Technical Assistance Prograitt, In 1949i 
the iXJOSOC of the United Kations launched th© Ŝ panded Progr̂  
®f Teclmical Assistance, and PAO participated in it# This 
©nabl#d FAO to enlarge th© aetivitios %m&r& its objectives, 
Hi® aim of the 2TAP is to provide to under-developed countries 
the teclinical knowledge and toolis of modom tschnologif without 
which they are unable to develop their natural reBources 
adequatelyTh© work of PAO falls into three main divisions? 
forest and forest products, fish©ri©a, and asricultur©, with the 
sî aais on agriculture, work of FAO in agriculture falls 
into three parts: land jsanagement, crop productiem, and 
animal production. Under th© land management, PAO work, 
concentrates on th@ use and control of water, soil fertility, 
and far© machinery. To increase the crop production, FAO*s 
activities enphasiz© th® use of b#tt@r sê ds and th© control 
of crop diseases and Insects* To incr@as© the production of 
animals, PAO ©agshasizes the prevention of animal diseases and 
improved feeding methods* 
mA 9t MSE* is a large part of 
th© world's agriculture in locations of insufficient water ot 
where it is in excess for the best growth of crops and produc­
tion of livestock* FAO has slven considerable attention to 
^^^Ao, 9i im mte: MM.* i252siS5I. 
{Rome, 1952), p. 1. 
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these proi>l#Bs sino© th® world*® agrieultur® could be improved 
greatly by irrigation, drainage» and other mê s of bringing 
water to Isaid or by eontrolliiss it, FAO has sent experts to 
aseist th© Pakistan government where water 1® the prinoipal 
limitIng factor in ®̂ rieultural production, fhere are vast 
aẑ as of dry aî ble land, and great quantities of unused 
flooded water discharged into the sea. It is estimted that̂  
in the Jtodus valley, dimlnage, reclaaation of water-logged 
and salty land, and provision of more water for irrigation 
could add about 8 million acres of amble lan5 , or an increase 
of 8/11 of the total cultivated land. Since 1950, for instance, 
following th® recowaendatlon of FAO, many pilot area® were 
selected for draim̂ e and reclamation and irrigation, «ad the 
]U5wer Slnd Barrage was constructed under the guidance of FAO 
experts and it was coi®>leted In 1952. Since then, this barrage 
has irrigated about 5»000 hectares of l«id and thus contributed 
on 
to the agricultuml production. 
I!a 1951» FAO sent eagpeiiis to help Pakistan's govem-
ment in developing the Qanses-Iobadak projects wheats an area 
of 80,000 hectares has been selected to develop the rlĝ t biaik 
of the Ganges, 
Both climate and soil in this area are suitable for 
the production of rice, jute, sugar cane and other crops. The 
density of the population in this area is 818 persons per 
F̂Ao, sf m mm m sm, 
(Roae, 1953), P. 16, 
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square mile, with an Inoreasine rate of 1,25 pe** cent per annum. 
To liaprove the standard of living to provide food for this 
growing population, the output of land must be increased mainly 
through supplyini5 water and irrigation during the 7 months of 
the dry seasons, At/th© completion of this project, reported 
by PAO economists I the Incroase in production was possibly 
21 77.8 per cent of present production. 
The assistance of PAO as such was aleo given to a 
number of other countries, such as Lebanon, Greec®, Peru, 
India, Thailand and Peru, 
llanâ inp: Soil for Peraanent Production. PAO also 
assists governments to maintain soil for penaanent production. 
In Biany countries such as Pakistan, improper use and poor 
manasement have damaged soil greatly. To help govemiBents 
to manage soil for sustained high production, FAO brings to 
them modem knowledge of the proper use and management of soil, 
Th© work of FAO in soil management has included assistances 
in surveyinu fertilizer needs, making recoiaraendations on soil 
management problems, help by experts in the practical guide to 
better soil manageiaent, use of fertElizers, and training 
tachnioian£3, 
in Indonesia, FAO soil sclentlets have been asfifiting 
the staff of the Soil Institute of Bogor to modemlz© the 
methods of analysis. This has resulted in a very good output 
from the laboratories. PAO soil chemlsta have been helped 
^^FAO, ActlYltlae ^ under E£^, 19'3g-1953. 
(Roms, 1953), p. 16-17. 
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wltii the processlns yield data in Java as the first 
step toward d©t©rmlnins the productivity of th© different soil 
types of the isl̂ d. In feheran, PAD soil chemists assisted 
in the establishment of a soil laboratory imder the Irrigation 
Corporation and also h%ed to train staffs in methods of 
p p  
analysis of soil, manures, fertilisers# FAO aoil conserva­
tion experts gave field training to technicians in Israel and 
also made a survey of half th® country to construct base maps 
for planning land development. Besides these, FAO also has 
trainiiis centers on soil fertility in different regions. In 
1952, at Coinbatore, India, an International tjra.inlns center on 
soil fertility was held and was attended by students froa 
South East Asia countries.̂  ̂
Fans llachinerv. FAO has einphaalsed especially farai 
machinery since it Is one of the most fundamental means of 
improving the efficiency of asricultural production* In many 
places where large scale power machinery is not economically 
and physically possibles the production still can b© increased 
greatly by liaprovins and extending the use of better hsmd 
tools, animal drawn implements, and so on. (Me of the first 
projects in improved small tools was introduced by FAO in 
Afghanistan in 1951. FAO experts have been demonstrating the 
use of scythes and cradles, and have trained demonstrators 
SSfAO. ActlvlttsB o£ ilie undor tig 
(Rome, 1955)» P* SO. 
HSSi St m, 1952-1953. (Rome, 1953), p. 22. 
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to bring new teelinlqueE and new tools to several thousands 
of Afglian ̂ naere. FAO has also supplied sample© of tools 
whlGli were demonstrated extensively during 1953-1954 under 
tile supervision of an expert who has also Instructed local 
blaoksmitiis in their reproduetions, Thes© small tools, 
although less spectacular than large seal© mechanization, 
are suitable for local conditions and bring iiaaedlat® results 
24 
In improving output, 
FAO has been eDiphaaizins the Improvement of workshops 
and more efficient field operations* These depend mich on 
mechanical training of personnel and are essentially long* 
term projects and often involve administration re-organization. 
In India, FAO's asslst̂ ce has concentrated on improv-
ins workshops and training personnel. In 1954, 
FAO trained More than 500 instructors and tradesmen who will 
form the foundation of an efficient corps of jnechanics* These 
people have helped to prolong the life of equipment, FAO 
experts have also assisted the Thai Development Authoritj in 
reorganizing its maintenance and supply services as well as 
its field services. Other PAD experts have given instruction 
in servicing and workshops oirB®̂ izatlon, As a result of 
mechanization in the Thai region, 600,000 acres of land were 
V̂AO, Aotlvltlas of m. iffiAar "SS ET̂ . 
(Rome, 1955), p. 23. 
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reolalmsd; sugar can© acreage was increased 12,600 acres 
in 1954.̂  ̂
Better "ai® use of better seed is one of the 
quickest and most effective means of increasing agricultural 
production. FAQ's working Party on Rice Breeding of the 
International Rice Comittee has carried on seed research at 
the Sxperiment Station at Cuttaek, India, Work has been 
carried out to breed new Yarietiee of rice, coablnlng the 
desirable characteristics of the *lndica' and *japonlca' types* 
These seeds yield a greater output and are more retistant to 
diseases. By 1955» nearly half a million hand pollinations 
had been made (only 200,000 are required for adequate selec­
tion), and second generation seed of 270 cross combinations 
between indlca and japonlca varieties of rice had been dis-
26 
tributed to different countrie®, 
A technical training center on rice breeding was 
arranged by PAO to remedy the shortage of technicians In 
the Far East region, which is the chief obstacle in carrying 
out the prograii of rice improveiaent. Similar projects 
organized in 1952 on wheat and barley breeding were carried 
out by a Conmlttee on I'toeat and Barley Breeding. By 1955» 
about 363 varieties of wheat and 64 varieties of barley had 
been made,̂  
®®FA0, St ujsagr ms.. 
(Rome, 1955), p. 24. 
26 
MA** p. 77. 
'̂̂ Ibld.. p. 80. 
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Besides rloe, wheat and barley seed, FAO has experi­
mented with th® improvement of forage legumes, sugar boots, 
sugar oane, cotton, ooffoe, toa and tobaooo* As a result 
of FAO*® services in regainl to seed and oth©r planting materi*-
ala, many countries are no%r testing various grasseŝ  and 
other crops with a view to inoroasing returns from land. 
Control of Crop InseetB and Dise-aee. its develop­
ment progrsun, the FAO has been givints much attention to the 
control of crop insects and diseases. In 1951» the Interna­
tional Plant Protection Convention was established by PAO, 
fh© task of the experts in this field is to assist governments 
in the establishment of a nucleus of plant protection services 
and to instruction in modem methods of pest disease 
control, 
PAO gave assistance to Afghanistan by eending plant 
pathologists who carried out sursreya of the incidence of 
disease and assisted in the formation of th© nucleus of a 
plant protection aei*vice» In Libya, plant protection experts 
worlced on the control of olive and fruit flies. 
In Siirope, PAO has been sponsoring a long term co­
operative research program against the fall webworsif beginnins 
with technical assistance to Austria and Yusoslavia. 'Sie work 
is under th© direction of the CoEBSonwealth Institute of 
Biological Control in Canada. ISiie Institute collects webwors 
28FAO. Ssa Haa S£ m i252=i25i. (Ro"'®. 1953), p. 22. 
painsltes in Canada aad Bends for processing stnd release 
to Xugoslavia and Austria ̂ ©r« a laboratory for thl® purpose 
is b@ins equipped by FAO« la 1954, over 8,000 parasltos 
In til® flgtit against the loeust, FAD has asfilst@d 
goirerwfflents in the Hear I&st and Par Sast and Ia.tin M̂ riea, 
Besides rssearoh work to fight agalnat this Insect, FAO has 
also ©stablished resenres of Tehlcles, aaohirel̂  aM Inaeott-
oidos amounting to about |400,000 at geTeral fitrategle e@nt#rB 
in the lear East, By th® loan of these supplies to supplement 
local resources, PAO oontrlbuted aaterlally to the sueeess of 
the anti-locust caâ al̂ as in the Near East and East Afrioa,̂  ̂
Ql m%ml Ssms* Ŝ ery year, there is a great 
loss of llTestock due to disease. In Qarope alone, in i952» 
it was .estimated that the outbreak of foot and mouth disease 
caused losses to the amount of 400 million dollars. Ihl« 
problem has assuaed sueh magnitude that In 1954* the Eurĉ ean 
Ooiaalssion for the Oontrol of Foot aM Mouth Disease was 
established by FAO, fhe control of animal disease plays an 
iî ortant part In the technical assistance of FAO ilnoe lite-
stock losses which not only reduce the production of the 
livestock Industî , also have serious effects on the small 
fanaers who depend such on the animal to till their fields. 
arrived In Iftasoslavla in excellent condition,®̂  
(Rome, 1955)# p. 
p. SO, 
P̂AO, 
29; SB EaS: St lEr3S5&S52. 
(Washington, B. C 
10, 
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3]a addition to th® loeses, lais® raimbors of animals ans ren­
dered t3ii®>rodu©tiv® vheti thej ar© roeovered from tli© dieeat®. 
1̂40 assistance in ooatrolllng aniaal dls@as@ ii ©ithor 
dirsoted toy -retorinary teaasor by l̂ roTlng faeilltlos at 
listing laboratories. For lastano©, in Burma FAO votorinarians 
bad been assisting tb® Buraei® sovemment in th@ contî l of 
animal dlseaso, tb© rlnd#rp®et« Thm work carrlod out by th® 
Toterlnarians in Bxma was very sueeossful# fhs laboratox̂  
produood imny of th© moelnes gainst rlndarpost, anthrax and 
haMorxtiasio s@ptioa@®ia. It Is ©stiuated that th® î liQ&tlQn 
of th® haoiaorrhasie s#ptlea«la -raealnes obtained in Buim 
wuld hav@ saved the United States sOsout 18 million dollars 
31 a year due to the annual loss caused by this disease. 
Develoment. At its lirfch sessKm* th© FAO conference stated 
that refora of agrarisn structures is essential to human dignity, 
fr®edOffi,md the achlev̂ ent of the alas of the FAO# It encour­
aged member govermients to ask technical assistance for aid 
32 
in the de¥el<̂ ment of pr©s3?0»a of rural reforms* Since then, 
FAO'8 activities in the field of land tenure became more 
pronounced. 
Since the problen of land tenure is a matter of national 
action, FAO's activities in this field were limited to fumiahing 
Afltivitioa s£ m. mm. m. sm.. Msa-Ms-;. 
(Bom©, 1953)* p* 6. 
32 
f̂ port and Resolution on Agrarian Structure by the 
Slrth Session of the FAO Conference. 
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int&llXQmoe Bervi^m, Its of action ims two phases s 
research aM aia»̂  ̂
first phase Is a series of basio studies desisted 
to clarify l®@uas and determine the characterlsties m& effeets 
of different typ@s of land tenure on capital, labor» and stan-
dai:̂ s of living in different situations. Three ls5>ortant 
publleations of FAO on this subj#et are "Î d S@ttl@ffi@nt for 
Agrleulture", "'Kie Consolidation of Fragmsnted Agricultural 
Holdings" and "l̂ d a©for»-D©f©eti in Asrarl,an Strueture as 
Ctostaeles to Eeonomle 'DeTelopment", !rh@se publications deal 
with the process of agricultural settlement and resettlement, 
th© s@neml probleas of frâ otation, including its types» 
effects, Insecurity, Insufficient credit, inflexible and 
regressive taxation, and proposed remedies, 
'She second phas© of PAO work in this field is to help 
meaber govemiaents in pr̂ arlns and carrying out action pro­
grams designed to promote desirable reforms including land 
tenure, asricultural credit, and asricultural co-operatiTes, 
Iftider the STAP, FAO has been working in vsofious countries,* 
Agricultural credit was studied in Latin *4meriea as it was 
presented above# Co-operative consultants were sent to 
Mexico to work as educators and to orsaxiiz® co-operatives 
34 
among the 'ê ilos*. 
St Bm9%9T 2iIE£al» Jilt l22&. S£. EM 
in imî l9̂ 2. (Washlnston, D. C., 1952)» p. 1?. 
FAO, Â t̂ v̂ ti,̂  ̂21 m iMs£ m. 
(Rome, 1953), p. 57. 
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flirth©rmore, fkO also organized mQetlngs and seminars 
in different regions so that partiolpaat oountriee could 
oontritjute toward a "better iind®ratandlns of land us® probleas 
in th® regions. The Latin Jaerioan Land Problems Seminar, for 
Instance, was sponsored hj PAO and SGL4, and held at Casî a-
nimas, Brazil, with 39 participants from 12 Î atln coimtries. 
CHAKTEE III 
THS ECOHOMIG, POLITICAL AID SOCIAL FRAM3W0RK 
OF THS ViSfNAMSSE AGRIGULTUKS 
Since 1940, VI®t SaiB has be©n passing through th© most 
Itapox̂ ant period ©f her history* In this period, the Qeonomlc 
life of Vl©t Nam has been affected seriously, esp@elally 
agrleultur©. World War 11, th® Japanos® Oecupatlon, th© 
Bevolutlon of August In 1945, th© presence of th© Allied Army, 
and th® nine-year war against th© French, have all contributed 
to the economic collapse of th© coiantry. Hie situation has 
been aggravated by th© partial paralyaatlon of transportation* 
In addition, the economic situation, bad as it is, has been 
complicated by th© strugSl® between conaiunism and capitalism, 
resulting in the partition of Viet Ham in accordance with the 
Geneva Asreement of June 21, 1954,̂  According to this agree­
ment, the communists control the area north of the ITth 
pamllel, and th© country south of this parallel still is 
associated with the free world. Ho Chi Mlnh in the Morth, 
ai well as %o Dinh Diem in the South, althousl̂  their goveTO-
aents are based upon different doctrines, face the same 
problem: a paralyzed economy with inefficient economic 
T̂he United States and the Republic of Viet Nam did 
not sign this %reement. 
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perforasjice m& th® pressui?̂  of the peopl© for sua iî roved 
aatorlal well-lmins. 
TEE MUMMT ROLS OP AGRICULTURS 
IM VIST HAM SCOHOMI 
In highly induetrlalized countries, efforts ar® mad« 
to A@T©lop donestic and international trad© so as to increase 
the industrial production en on@ hand, and at th® aan® time to 
preT®nt a surplus in the h«® market* In such a o©untr|-.» 
economic activities hav® to follow the course of trad® so that 
th© efficiencj of th® economic .mechanism can ht iaprofad and 
the matorial welfare of th® people aay be increased. 
In on ̂ rlcultural country, th© relationship b@tw®©n 
s«SStMits of th© economy 1® quit® different froa that of an 
industriali2©d country. For instaac®, In Vi«t la® ̂ ©re more 
than 90̂  of the peopl® ©am their livelihood from th© land, 
trad®, handicraft and smsll Industry ar© strongly influenced 
by agriculture. ®iis also holds time in all political and 
social aotlTitieg, 111 historiĉ  ©vents which hav® occurred, 
no aatt@r how signifleant or insignificant, ar© directly 
influenced by wh@th©r harvests are poor or good, fhese reasons 
lead us to conclude tMt in Viet Ham at th© present time and In 
the near future, agriculture will play the dorainant role in 
all phaaes of economic and social actlvitiea.̂  
' -g" 
"PresentIns' Viet Ilam," Review Horizons. (Saigon, 
1956), p, 13. 
Ŝach village has a Tho ThMi, or agrarian genie, 
l-tienever the people in the villas© meet \̂ ith some difficulties, 
they come to the genie to pray for relief. 
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The slosasi "D1 long ?i Ban" which aeaas "the origin of m&rj" 
thiiig is agriculture", has been followed faithfully hj Viet­
namese authority not only in th© past, but in the present a® 
well. Thus agriculture is the industry upon which th© 
Tittnamese. ©conoay largely depends. It is the main source 
of the national inec®©* Conse<iu®ntly, it is the most important 
determinant of th© lavsl of incom®, and thus, th© material 
well-being of th@ people. 
mimsj IB viEf liM 
As oth@r tmder«d©T®lop@d coimtries, ¥i®t lam is a 
poor counticy. Its level of poverty is reflected in th© 
following dataJ 
P®r*capita incoiae. Usins per capita Incom© as 
indicative of th© lev®! of poverty, Bui Van fhinh of th® 
Vietnamese National Bank̂  estimated the total incom© of Viet 
Ham to be 61,829 million piasters in 1955, or 504 plasters 
A 
per capita for a poptilation of 12,261 million, 1?he average 
5 
per-capita income in th® Itaited State© in 1955 was 1,847 dollars, 
fhis is the equivalent of 64,645 piasters, or 128 times the 
average earoins® of a Vietnasese. 
Food ConBUHtotion. Because of the low level of income 
of the Vietnamese, their level of consumption is disastrously 
low and most of the people are undernourished, ®ie comparison 
\he Times sg Viet Mam. lovember 9, 195T, p. 10, 
%, S, Department of Coinmerce, Bureau of the Censu®, 
9t IMiti ssslsa# lg,5X> (Washington, 
D. G., 1957), p. 303. 
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of food of different ooimtriee is ̂ ost iapossibl© sino© food 
eons"U!aption is oriented by habits, etistoiES and taste* Th© 
most we can do in regard to this subject is to us© the 
calorie intal«:e raeasur̂ dnt of GOmpsrison, 
According to a studj of the Pood and Agrioultur© 
Orgiinization of the Iftiited Nations, (FAO), the miniiaua mmbsr 
of calories that an aTerag® person doing average work must 
have daily is about 2,750 calories.. In Yiet Nam, th© calorie 
intak© is ©st'ifflated at about 2,000 calories, which is far below 
what is needed for good health, and only meets the normal 
ainiisum energy requirements of the human body at rast.® 
However, the calori© intake does not tell the full 
story. At lower levels of intafee the food consists mainly of 
cereals, which are the cheapest satisfiers of hunger. A diet 
sufficient for health must contain a large proportion of 
animal products and fruits and vegetables. These supply 
calorie® at a much higher cost, and are rich in other 
constituents necessary for health. 
therefore, it is ©vident that there is no allowance 
for muscular activity. This is one of the reasons why labor 
productivity in ¥i©t Mam is very low compared to that of 
Western Mations. 
The remarkable improvement in health and physical 
well-being following an iB̂ rovemont in diet in the devaloped 
countries shows that inadequate food is one of the main 
Ûhited lations Interim Commission of Food and 
Asriculture, fh® Work of FAO. (Washington, 1945)» p. 10, 
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causes of pr©Y©ntabl© dlseas#s and premature death. In Vi©t 
Has th® majority of people suffer from one or more of the 
following? pellagra, beriberi, nutrition blindness, anemia, 
and tuberculosis. Before the war, th® ©xpectation of life at 
birth was ©st,lmated at about 35 jears. Infant mortality waa 
high—280 for e\'©ry 1,000 live births, compared with 32 in 
7 airopeem population in Hew Zealand, 
In a study of the population problem Vu Quoe Tlmie 
pointed out that: 
a# More than 40,̂  of the sick people in th© free 
hospital© were undernourished, 
b, Most of the young men who volunteer to Join 
the army do not have good health. 
o. Within two months after the harvest, a great 
part of the people cannot earn enough money for one meal 
a day. 
d. The people cannot raise hogs and chickens 
8 because of the lack of feed. 
It should be noted here that during the year the 
study was mad®, 1941, the majority of the people were hungry, 
Q 
yet th© total amount of rlc© exported reached 1,586,696 tons, 
or more than 23% of the total production of the ootintry, 
''̂ U, H. Interim Coiamission on Food and Aĝ '̂lowltur©, 
OP. clt.. p. 11. 
V̂u Quoc ®iuc, "Van De llhan Khau o ¥let Ham," fho 
Thon̂ , So 21, 1953, pp. 15-16, 
Ŝourcess Ministere de la France d*Qntre Her, Ayiuaire 
d̂  patye-Mp, * (Paris, 
1951.) p. 375; True Chi, op, olt.. pp. 24-25, 
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F\irtii©r®ore, the majority of the revenue from agricultural 
exports serves to provide the support of forelsn Intemedl*. 
aries. Kgo Dlnh Diem pointed out that only 12̂  of the total 
value of exported rie© went to the faraers, whereas 88̂  
repreeonted the salaries and benefits of banks, insurance 
coaqjaniee. Importers and exporters,̂ ® Evidently foreign 
interaediaries transferred these revenues to their countries 
thus asgravating the poverty of Vietnane©© peasants. 
The deorease of Mrlcultural Production. During the 
Prmico-Vietnamese var, agricultural production in Viet Nam 
decreased enormously, since a large area of land was unculti­
vated, In 1930 th® total area of rice cultivated was 
3,612,860 hectares and production was 4,020,980 tons of rice. 
In 1956, the area in rice amounted to 2,624,860 hectares and 
total production was only 2,400,000 tons, a decrease In output 
ll 
of about 43̂ . 
The second main agricultural product in ¥iet Msm is 
rubber. In 1941, the rubber production reached its peak, and 
total production ims 74,795 tons. In 1955* the production of 
rubber amounted to only 66,000 tons, a decline of 8,795 tons 
or about 12̂ .̂  ̂
!Kie Increase in Population. 'jvTille agricultural produc­
tion in Viet Ham decreased, her population increased. In 1939 
®̂Mgo Dlnh Diem, Ma..1or Policy .Sigeeches ̂  President 
Em Pinh Diem. (Press Office, 1956)# p. 13» 
n 
-̂ -̂ Truc Chi, oa. cit., pp. 24-25. 
no t 
•̂ Ŝourcea; Ministere de la France d'Outre-Mer, ££• cit«. 
P» 373f Viet Mam. The Press and Infonaation Division, ĵ bassy of 
the Republic of Viet Ham, (Washington, D.C., U.S.A., 1956), p. 14. 
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the total population of ¥l0t laia was 6,357 million, but 
within 18 jearB It had groicn to 11,5 million. Since then, th© 
population has soared du© to the relative decreas® of Infant 
mortality and th© conslderabl© Improvement in sanitation and 
hysi®Ji® conditions. Up to 1956, estimates of total population 
included more than 850,000 refugees who went south after the 
elsning of the Geneva Agreement* Thus, '/let Mam had to provide 
1̂  for this population also* 
POLITICAL AND SOCIAL FRMSWORK 
In studying the eeonomlc Bltuation of Viet Nam, as in 
other under-developed countries, one cannot leave aside the 
BOGial, political, religious gmd cultural environments In 
which economic activities operate, since "the social, cultural 
and even religious aspects of land cultivation,...are interwoven 
,,14 with the purely economic end of food production. Further­
more, more capital and improved techniques are necessary to 
have a greater output, but these provisions alone do not 
assure that output and material well-being will increase. 
Ikrly in the 19th century, Malthus had realized the importance 
of the social environment in regax̂  to the increase of wealth. 
He wrote: 
"...the powers of production, to whatever 
extent they may exist, are not alone 
^̂ Sourcee; True Chi, gg,, clt.. pp. 21, 25j Viet Ham, 
the Press and Infonaation Division, Qabassy of the Republic 
of Viet Nam, (Washington, D. G., U. S. A., 1956), p. 10. 
Buchanan and H, mils, OP. clt. p. 74. 
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sufficient to secure the creation of a 
proportionate degree of wealth. Something 
else seems to be necessary In order to call 
these powers fully into action. This is 
an effectual and unchecked demand for all 
that is produced, ilnd what appears to 
contribute most to the attainment of this 
object, is, such a distribution of produce 
and such an adaptation of this produce to 
the wants of those who are to consume it, 
as constantly to Increase the exchange­
able value of the whole mass..,. The 
distinction of wealth and value, it was 
observed, that where wealth and value are 
perhaps most nearly connected, is In the 
general necessity of the latter a© a 
stimulus to the production of the former, 
unless the estimation In which an object 
is held, or the value which an individual 
or the Bociety places on it when olSalned, 
adequately compensates the sacrifice 
which has been made to obtain it, such 
wealth will not be produced in future," ̂  
iO.though poverty has existed in Viet Nas5 for centuries, yet 
its significance was different from wha,t it is now. Attitudes 
of the Vietnamese toward poverty have changed. In the old 
tines, before occidental thoughte influenced deeply the 
thlnlcin̂  of the people, there existed a peasant civilization 
which was concentrated mainly in the villages. Tillage life, 
with all its lusterlese and wretched appearance, was by 
comparison intense and rich in emotion and provided the 
peasant with interest and enthusiasm. The numerous events In 
political, religious and social life of the community gave 
the peasant the opportunity to experience the satisfaction 
of ruling,of escaping from the rancor of defeat and the 
M, Malthue, grincipleB of Folitical Economy. 
(Augustus, Kelly, Inc., New York, 1951)» p. 361. 
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bitterness of suffering a humiliatlonj of enjoying the pleasure 
of intrigue, the "ponp and power" of a splendoroue ceremony 
in which the whole Tillas© partioipated with a single heart, 
Tliese things drew the peasant away from meditating on his too 
poor condition, from thinking of th® debts which overwhelmed 
him and the repayment of which absorbed the better part of 
his modest income* 
B©for® wond war II the village was 
an Independent community which adaninistered itself# resolved 
the difference® which arose among its raembers, and which 
collected the taxes of the country from them. Thus, the 
village was an! intermediary between the central government 
and the citizens in the village. Once the village fulfilled 
the obligation which it had toward the central goveamment. 
It could govern Itself freely. This autonomy of the village 
was manifested in the saying "phep vua thua le lang" or "the 
law of the kins yields to the customs of the village." 
The village was an independent institution. Hie people 
living In the village formed together under the Assembly of 
th® People which elected a council of Notable. The Council 
administered the ooimunlty and elected an executivê  the 
ly-truong, or mayor, who had an assistant, the pho-ly, and 
so on. These people were respected and watched by the peasant 
In the village. Moreover, they received all th© honors 
"I £r 
See Pierre Gourou, l̂ gg. Pavaans ̂  Delta Ton Kino is. 
{Paris, 1936). 
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rendered to them "by the people living In th® vlllag®. fhis 
hierarchy dominated the political llf® of the village, and 
above all, it preoceupied the peasant with hla classlfiea-
tlon In the order of precedenc©, Qtlqq h© was In a position 
h® not only had authority on villas© affairs such as dlvldlns 
the public land, determining th© regulation of current affairs 
of the commune, representing the people in the worship of 
tnianh Hoang, or the villas® protector, but he also had the 
privilege to participate in the feasts following each publlo 
17 meeting which were paid for by the cojasmunlty. Besides 
these public feasts, the quan-vien, or officers of the 
village, were also invited to numerous private and seffil-
prlvate festivities such as the new year, the mld-autum 
festivals, the ceremonies of marriage, burials, etc. 
Since the quan vlen received such privileges, to 
become one of them was the aim of every one living in the 
village. The desire for position was so strong that a person 
who did not have any hope of attaining it was willing to buy 
the name, such as ly mua, or buying mayor. The sum was 
generally so large that he had to sell all his property or 
had to borrow it at a high interest rate. Once he received 
the name, he enjoyed the same privileges as the other quan 
vlen, In regard to the affairs of the villagG, However, this 
action could lead hla to live a miserable life, and even worse, 
I'̂ Phlllppe Devlllers,  ̂IM. Mm ̂  & 
19(Editions du Seull, Paris, 1952), pp. 20-21, 
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his wife would haye to leay® th© Tillaij© to wor& as a servant 
18 „ in th© city. But this did not matter since. Mot sieng 
gitia lang bang ̂ ot san xo h®p", or "a piece (of meat ©at©h) 
in the middle of the Ylllaso is hotter than a baskot (of m@at 
©at©n) in the kitchen." 
Living in an ©nTironiaont in which the position and 
honor were regarded as the goal of a person in his lifetlffi©, 
th© ?ietnaaiess peasant tried his utmost to reach this goal 
even by intrî x© and trickery. One® h© reached this goal, he 
would try his best to benefit from it. It was th© oaus© of 
party rivalry in th© •villas©. Sueh a struggl® for position 
was »o strong that the peasant dovoted all his tim© toward 
it and did not try to iĵ rove his material lot. 
Social Life. Besides being an ©iEontial ooieponent of 
th@ landscape, the village also played a primary part in the 
moral and social lif® of th© peasant, Th© p©as.ant was not 
an Isolated individual but a part of the religious, political 
and social life of the villî e, which me so intonse, and 
such a matter of daily conoom, that all peasants partiol-
patod in It with faith, with fervort and with th® aiabition 
of playing an ever greater part in it, 
®i© most outatandins characteristic of th® social 
lif© of the Vietnamese villago was th© tendency that the 
peasants had to form groups. All these groups participated 
^̂ See Hgo Tat To, Vlec Lann:. (lha in Kai Linh, Ha­
noi, 1943). 
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aor© or less activelj in the village festivals, and of course 
had their own, that ife, their individual feasts. Besides the 
QX'mpB which were usual and of great iî ortance like the xom, 
thon, slap, ho.,,there existed innumerable quantities of 
othere bom of the peasrat's taste for meetings aiid feastsj 
associations of sinsers, msicians, wrestlers, cockfight 
fanciersI etc... In these little groups the joung peasant 
became initiated to public life, and received training for 
th© role whieh he would later play in the village. 
inother characteristic of the social life of the 
Vietnamese village was the ecMplete supervisory control of 
19 
the public opinion over the private llf© of th© individual, 
fhe village was coaposed of families which were founded 
accoiHlins to Gonfueianism. JJi such a family, the individual 
did not have any rights of his own, but the rights of the 
family. Sacriflcins his individuality for the honor and 
prestige of the family was the moral obligation of each 
individual, l̂ ile the family controlled the individual, the 
village or coiaisunity controlled th® family. Since the fact 
that the happiness of the village depended upon a coiq̂ lete 
harmony of families# reflecting good customs, traditions and 
the prestige of the vlllî e, the indivldml had to follow the 
will of the public. It is evident that the family and thus 
th© village demanded a great deal of sacrifice from the 
^̂ Vlrsinla Thoŝ son, 
193?). pp. 41«42, 
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IndlTidual. 13i® indlvldiial dld̂  however, reeelve some rights 
offeî d by them such as the right of ownership of a small 
piece of land, H© also had opportiinities in satisfying his 
ambition, his religious feelings, his intrigue and his desire 
for position. The political organization and the numerous 
festivals, public celebrations or private celebrations of 
the well-ox̂ â ized village life were assured the Vietnaaese 
peasant. To hlEi this moral and social life was of greater 
value than anything else in the world. He considered the 
religious, moral and social richness to be far better than 
material well-being* Consequently, the stress was not on 
mateŝ al progress. 
!nmt was the situation of the Vietnamese before 
Western thoughts influenced his thinking. At that time, 
there existed In ¥iet Mm a social, cultural and religious 
environment in which there was a congjlete harmony between 
man and nature. It was on this harmony that the personal 
equilibrium and happiness of the peasant depended. These 
existed also a social and moral stability of the Vietnamese 
peasant, animated by the combination of trawl it ions and 
customs which afforded him a rich social life and enabled him 
to endure strikingly wretched material conditions. 
But at the present time, the traditional civilization 
of Viet Nam has collapsed. The old cultural values no longer 
exist. This was due to the arrival of Western civilization 
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and th© bitterness of war and the fight between ooasaiuniBia 
and capital ism. 
With the declining influence of Buddhism and Con--
fucianism and th© rise of Christianity and athiesia, with the 
breakdown of the Tillage institution due to the war, and the 
propaganda of coiaaunlsm and capitalism, the stress upon the 
family as a social unit is losing ground, This unit is now 
being centered upon the individual. Social orsanlzation, 
which formerly tended to be hierarchical and stratified, has 
been replaced by a seml-deaocî tic system. Since the ascetic 
philosophy of the East Is losing to the activist philosophy 
of the West, the ®ost respected person is no longer the one 
0̂ withdraws from economic activities, fhe person who tries 
his best to better himself and his coBaaunity materially now 
gains the gJ'eatest respect. 
As noted above, changes have caused a new culturally 
recognized value to shape up. The spiritual value does not 
play the dominant role in the thinking of the people, partly 
because of the collapse of the traditional civilization in 
which the peasant depended for the consolation of his poverty, 
and partly because of the diminishing Influence of Buddhism 
and Confucianism. 
Nowadays, the peasant has to face by himself his 
extreme poverty without the consolation from his family, 
20 
Duong Chau, H fuven 17. ("Thanh Long, Sal Son, 
1956), p. 45. 
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society or rellsion. His thoughts now center on this since 
there is nothing else other than material things. Contrary 
to the past where the desire for material things was 
sidered to endanger the happiness of oneself as taught by 
Buddha and Confucius, the total aaount of material wealth 
that the peasant possesses scores his happiness now* fhis 
njBW attitude of the Vietnamese toward material thiass is 
reeponslhle for his reaHzation of the poverty that exists 
aiaons the peasants. He wants to Improve his lot since h® is 
now aware of his poverty. In the past material accomplish­
ments were little esteemed and the people devoted little 
effort to their achievements, hut today the peasant of the 
present time Is engaged in the search for happiness through 
material wealth. Thus he applies most of his time in trying 
to ingsrove his material lot with the conviction that something 
can "be done ahout it. 
This detenaination to achieve a higher material 
level is accompanied by the desire to achieve it quickly. 
The expectation that a hisher level of economic well-being 
can be achieved depends upon inereasing agricultural produc­
tion in the near future. 
CHAPfSR IV 
TH3 CHARAGISRISTICS 
OF VISTMSSE AGRICULTURE 
In Vl©t Nam, a humid troploal reglcm, agriculture has 
many characteristics different from those of other countries. 
The most ln̂ ortant will "be presented here, 
THE immBlVE AGRICULTURE 
Thm principal chamcterletic of Vietnamese ĝ rioulture 
is its intensity* an intensity unlike that of the West* In 
Western countries, the aim of intensive agriculture is to 
obtain the highest return possihle by applying scientific 
techniques, uslns a 62̂ ®at quantity of fertilizer and using 
machines which permit the farmer to reduce his coat of produc-̂ ' 
tion* The Western farmer csultlTates hi® land intensively 
because he want® to have the laî est total net revenue fr*»a 
each unit of land. 
In Viet Nam agriculture le governed by a dlffermt 
principle, which Is based not upon total net return, but 
upon total annual net production which is needed to meet the 
daily requirements of the people.̂  In order to have a larger 
P̂ierre Gourou, La Sl a-'HoBap̂  m 
(Ideo, Hanoi, 1940), p. 
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total annual production# th© Vletnames© famer does not use 
aieii fertiliser sine© it is oostly to do soj iie do#8 not ue® 
maoMnery sine© he and his family suipply mor© than ©noiigh 
maî ower to farm his small piece of landj nor do©s h@ try to 
select a better s®©d slno® h© does not have the maans to buy 
it, y@t he will try to increase the output of his crops. 
Sine© the product frcan th© land Is th® only source of income# 
(fisheries play a minor rol©), faiming la the only industry 
to which the peasant can turn. For this re&Eon th© famer 
does try repeatiiig his crop many times a year. In Bioet of 
the coastal area, the famer cultivates his land three or 
four times a year. At places where the water and cl̂ imat® are 
not faTorable for growing ric@, other crops such as potatoes, 
beans, manioc, taro, etc*, ar© plimted instead during the 
interval seasons. Of course, these practices impoverish the 
land in th© long run and the fertJLlty of the soil decreases, 
but there is no other way fo3? tha peasants to Increas® their 
food supply. For the Vietnamese peasants, intensive farmins 
Iseeps the faiaily labor foree gainfully employed contributing 
to th© total food supply of th© faiaily, 
toother reason for the intensive use of land in Viet 
Nam is land tenancy. One© a shax'e-oropper (most of the 
Vietnaaes© peasants ar© ©hare croppers) takes the responal-
bility for the land, h® has to pay th© landowner a very high 
rent, ©ither in th© form of money or In ŝ caln. Con@©qu©ntly, 
th© peasant has to produce as much as possible so that after 
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meeting the r®nt he still has ©nough grain to meet his 
family's food requirtments and to proTide other basic necessi­
ties. 
ffli© uncertainty of weather is also connected with th© 
intoneiva ue® of th® land. Laclcing metereologio serriees, 
th© peasant has no m&m& of teaowing whether th© weather 
conditions during the rest of th© year will be good or had, 
00 that he cm plan his futur© crop* Weather forecasting is 
almost unknown to th® peasant! BOg if th@ weather conditions 
permit him to grow a crop at any tiia© h© will profit by doing 
so at that time. It I0 his con'S'iction that if h© dooe not 
srow a crop now, he ©ay never be abl® to do so in the future. 
In short, for a Yietnaaes© peasant, the only probloa 
h© has to face is to liv© and to feed himself. He has no 
futur© other than to continue his comtry lif®. If he wants 
to subsist, h© has to hanrest all the necessary food he can, 
sine® the vision of famine disturbs him all the time. To live, 
h0 must produce, no matter what the cost, even at th© cost 
2 
of minins the soil. 
MONOCULTURE 
Monoculture is the second characteristic of Vietnamese 
agriculture, ha studying agricultural production of Viet Ham, 
Virginia ThoiapBOn wrote t "Rice plays such an important role 
in the colony's economy that it has made Indo-China a country 
P̂ierre Gourou, cit.. p. 59. 
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of monooultur©#"̂  With the saia® idea but escpressed differsatly, 
Charles Robequain wrote: 
"The Indo-Chinese o¥n#r or grower whos© 
sain business is not rice cultivation is 
still a Terj rare flpQCimen, Almost 
©v@ry%ih®r0 ric® is the crop î hich demands 
th© most ear©, covers th© lars®st culti­
vated aroa and constitutes the main food 
supply. Local capitalists prefer to 
invest or speculate in rice lands. The 
Indo-Chinese elvlliaation is a rlc© 
civiligaticHi in the plain as in the 
^̂ ighlands..." ̂  
OliuB, rice growing is th® main crop in Vietnamese 
agriculture I that is not to saj that Viet Mm does not grow 
anj other agricultural product other than rice, Sagar, 
cotton, coffee and laangrove are also raised, but until 
recently, they have played an imimportant part in the economy 
of Viet Haa and have been nore or less inadequate for local 
consuaption.̂  Table 1 ccsaipares the land devoted to rice as 
c<»Mpared to that for other crops# 
I 
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Cane Sugar 30,940 
Rubber 99,410 
Sources True Chi, Viet Mam Kinh Te Luoc 
Khao. (Saison, 1947)* pp. 21, 257̂ 3, 52, 56, 
3virginla Thompson, French Indo-Ghina, (New York, 
HacMillan Co., 1937), p. 123. 
ÎdeiB, The Sconomic Development of French Indo-China. 
(Oxford University Press, 1944), p. 229. 
5s, H. G-. Dobby, Southeast Asia. (University of Î ndon 
Press Limited, London, 1956), pp. 314̂ 5. 
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"The total area devoted to crops other than rloe 
represents about 6% of the total land cultivated. (See map on 
page 68« 
Most of the crops depend upon natural conditions and 
Viet Nam enjojs all the matarlal and cllmatologic conditions 
favoratolQ to the production of rice. Rice has numerous 
varieties, each with its own particular characteristics and 
requirements,.•• but all must have high temperatures in order to 
germinate, to bloom and to mature. Usually, rlca is best 
grown in areas where temperatures are above 20 degrees centi­
grade, and where average annual temperatures do not fall below 
the freezing point. In addition to high temperatures, rice 
requires large amounts of water, both in and upon the soil. 
In regard to the temperature requirements, ¥iet Nam 
has average temperatures of 28 degrees centigrade, xirlth an 
6 oscillation between 22 and 3̂  degrees centigrade, a perfect 
condition for rice growing. Viet Mam also has an abundant 
supply of water. 23EC@pt in the high mountain region, Viet lam 
has a good system of rivers and canals which not only Irrigate 
the land and make posslbl© the penaanent cultivation of almost 
the entire delta, but also facilitate the transportation of 
rice. These rivers and canals, with a total length of more 
than 2,000 kilometers of main waterways, not including the 
simoni, Role ia Capital Dans M Hlse e|| Valeur 
de L'lndo-̂ Chine. (Helms, UbrKir̂ m̂ eur, Paris, 1929), p. 15. 
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secondary lateral branches, also make drainage possible. In 
the pro-irine® of My Tho, for Instance, where flood eondltlons 
preiriously lasted from two weeks to three months and. th® depth 
of water varied from ,60 to 1*60 maters, the construction of 
the canal which ualtea Arroyo Commercial with My Tho ri?©r, 
7 reduced the time of flood to only one day. In his field 
surromdad by little dikes, the peasatnt now can easily regu­
late the level of water necessary for his grain, 
Mother advantage of rits® growing is tho low seed 
requirement, thanks to the transplantins techniques, Usually 
a hectare of rice field which can yield an annual average of 
1,300 kilograms of rice requires only from, 18 to 60 Icllograms 
8 
of seeds. 
Bice is tho' iBain food of the Vietnejaese slnĉ  It is 
not only easy to prepare but it is easy to conserve in the 
form of a paddy, a necoesity that is sin© C|ua non to th© 
peasant living in a countiy where storage techniques are 
under-developed. Besides, rice is a universal product in the 
country and enjoys a more stable market than other agrloultural 
pTOducta, For th© vast peasantry, rice is the sole pTOduct, 
the only article for both consumption and ezchanse. Rice pro­
duction ia then an indicator of the country's prosperity, and 
the lc©ystone to the Yiotnaaese economy. "Rice fonas thre©-
fifths of all the asi'iculture, four-fifths of the native diet 
7 Charles Robequain, Sh© iSconoaic peveloament of French 
Indo«China. (Oxford {diversity Frees,'""1944), p, 2S1,'" 
8 
Plerr© Gourou, ££, £lt., p, 49. 
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9 and 69 per cent of the total export." 
How©ve2% heavy dependence on rice is a source of 
economic weakneea for Vietnamese economy. The Instability 
of the world market, accompanied by ,the increase in production 
in other countries, especiallj in the Itoited States and Italy, 
has made it increasingly difficult for rice producers in Vlot 
Kaia to find world markets. 
RURAL OVWOFULAflON 
Sxcept for th© ethnic groups living in the highland, 
most of th© Vietnamese peasants are concentratad in the areas 
close to the coast line and near the oldest cities, Îbout 
three-quarters of the total population are rural, and one-
fourth urban. 
At first glance, it seems that ?let Nam does not have 
a great popul̂ ion pressure since the population density is 
80 per square Icilometor, This ratio is not very high compared 
to many countries in Asia and .Europe. For instance, Japan has 
a population density per square kilometer of 241, India, 116, 
10 
United -Einsdom, 210, Q-ermany, 198, 
However, these figures do not give a true picture. In 
a country which has raany natural resources, the capacity of 
production is high and the population density can roach a high 
9 
Virginia Thompson, dt.. p. 123. 
^̂ Statlstic Office of th© IJ. H., Department of 
Economics and Social Affairs, BemoRraphlc Yearbook. (New York, 
1956), pp. 135-151, 
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rati© without a population problem* Mt, in an agrlGultural 
country lik® Viet Nasa, the production capacity depeiĵ ls 
entirely upon th© produotlvity of the land, then population 
pressur® depends upon th© ratio of the population to thd land 
cultivated, or th© nutrition d̂ slty, lii this respect, Viet 
laia suffers strong populaticm pressure. Sine© Imî © areas are 
virtually unpopulated and only about 8/5 of the countx̂  is 
cultivated and settled, th® iî î eultural areas usually have a 
11 density of over 1,000 per square all©, thus repeatiî  the 
Southeast Asia pattern of congestion in on© area, mid land 
lying unused in another# 
The reasons for this Maldistribution of the population 
are multiple, but the main one can be defined as followsi 
UNHEALTHY COIDITIOiS OUfSIDS fHE SM'TLED MSAS 
The forest and mountain regions are consideî ed to have 
12 endemic malaria froa which the delta is free, and unhealthy 
conditions do frequently prevail in these more remote reslons, 
characterized by serious types of malaria. The undernourished 
condition of the Vietnaaies® peasant naturally makes him aore 
susceptible to this disease, The belief Is still rather 
widely held that the coastal plains, the delta where th® 
Vietnamese live, and the fields which are flooded at least 
part of the year laust be free from fever. As a matter of 
^̂ Dobby, cit#. p, 506. 
12 ^ *̂ See map on page 65. 
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faot, attacks of saalaria In the cultivated plain© are rare 
and usuallj mild. 
Thus, malaria Is one of the main obatacles to the 
settling of th© hinterland by the peasant, H© knows that 
areas opened to settlement do exist outside the delta and 
coastal plains* but he also knows that he cannot escape 
malaria if he moves from the delta. Thus,, he prefers the 
wetched life of the delta to mountainous regions where he 
could gain greater wealth only at the expense of good health. 
itoother reason for the concentration in the coastal 
and delta area is that the Vietnamese are greatly attached 
to their native land, tooestor worship is very strong among 
the people, the rites of which require that the place of per­
formance be the native home where the written tablets are 
kept, or at places not far from the soil where the bones of 
the dead are burled. Consequently, religious practices help 
to keep the peasant from moving aimy from the land that his 
ancestors settled,which is th© coastal plain and the delta. 
The social framework is another reason for the rural 
overpopulation, Th© fletnamese peasant is accustomed to 
living In a social framework which sustains and protects hi® 
and wards off difficulties. If he moves away from thlB social 
environment to be isolated in a world new to him, he does 
not Imow how to face his problems. Furthermore, the belief 
that abandoning his birth place is a sacrilege which will 
haî  not only himself but also the entire community, keeps 
him at home. Besides, the regions bordering the mountains are 
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not heavily populated, the zon® which reallj Buffeys from 
overpopulation is at a great distance from the ssttlement area. 
In order to reach these areas, the peasant has to go a long 
way from his village, which demands more money than he has and 
deprives him of the eocial ©nvlronment that he cannot affoM 
to lose. 
The difficulty of transportation Is another obstaels 
that deters the peasimt from moving from the delta to the 
interior land, Utatll the present time, most of the modes 
of transportation In Viet Ham have not been developed. 
Although train and bus and automobile exist, they are only 
found in the big cities of Ylet Mam, Consequently, the rural 
people do not enjoy the fruits of modem mechanical advancement. 
The gravest obstacle to the settlement of the under­
populated areas is poverty. The peasant of easy means does 
not consider leaving his native village because of the 
attachment to the land of his ancestors. But, a pauper who 
might v/ish to set himself up in a new land could not meet the 
cost of travel even if h© could manage to subsist during the 
period elapsing between the day he plants his crop until the 
time of the first harvest, even supposing all things to be 
favorable* 
Finally, the political situation does not permit the 
peasant to aove away from his native land, IMder the French, 
©ovine from one place to another required many papers and was 
subject to security police investigation. At the present time, 
65 
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the fear of coamunist infiltration and the fight with th© 
religious sects limits the movement of the people. 
UHDiR-EllPLOB'ISIlT IN ACtPaCULTURE 
Iftieraployment in the agricultural sphere of Viet Mm 
falls under two sain categories. 5 seasonal and under-
employment» Seasonal unemploî ent is usually hrought about 
by natural circumstances. Ordinarily, th© only way to main­
tain ©mployment in agriculture throughout the year is by 
raaklng î rovsaents which will ©imbl© th© land to b@ product­
ively ejiployed for longer periods. This does not seen possible 
since the growth of rioe aad mbber and other crops depend 
entirely upon the weatheri consequently, the only w&y of 
aeeting the dlffioulty wcmld be to find ®aployment for the 
peasant in other occupations for the rest of the year. In 
aaî  cities near the ©oast people ean engage In fishing 
during that period of tla©. But, in the delta where people 
do not live close to the sea# they do not ha¥e enough skill 
to engine in fishing, thus a secondary iMuetry sê ams to be 
the cmly answer to this problem, 
•Ehe second type of unfflŝ jloyaent in agriculture in 
?iet Naa is under-eî loyment or disguised employment. This 
type of unemployment eoclsts in Viet Nam since there Is a 
deficiency of the rescuroes iftiich are necessary to mplof 
productively the available supply of labor. As was presented 
in Chapter I, the farmins unit in iTiet lam is based upon the 
family, which generally has a great number of working members. 
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Tli0 supply of land avallabl® to th© averag® family is liaitod 
in th® delta» th® land area is too small to k@©p the ©ntir© 
family osployed throushout th© year, and ther# ©xiste no 
opportimitles for direct in© part of th® lahor supply into 
other oocupations at appropriate times. It is hard to estimate 
how man̂  people are under*eaiploy©d, but aooording to a study 
of Pierr© dourou# @aeh asx'iculturlBt does not work more than 
half of a year to fans his land,̂  ̂ Consequently, the lowest 
©stimat© of suiplus population wa® plaoed between 40 to 45̂  
of th© rural population. 
LOW Unf2X OF ISCHMOLOQ-y 
Qa® of th© most strikins features of Yietnaaese 
r̂ieultur® is its low level of technology. Agricultural 
teehniques, from the point of view of management, distribu* 
tion and produotlon* are no better today than oenturies ̂ o, 
ThB idea of using machinery in agriculture is very 
new to the Vietnamese peasanti. For the©# machineiry to save 
manpower is not necessary since labor ie very abundant. For 
many centuries t Vietnamese agriculture has never aimed at 
eccmcffilzing manpower, ThuSif aĝ l̂ l̂'ture equipment in Viet 
Mam is very simple. 
5̂ om the point of view of soil conservation, mueh 
damase has been done to the soil because of erosion by wind 
and water. But th© farmer has no knowledge of the teehnioal 
13 
Pierre Qourou, gg., cit.. p. 50. 
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methods that would enable hi® to sake th© best of such 
advers# conditions* 
!i?h© peasant farms his land as his ancestors farmed it 
for thousands of years. It is true that a given field has 
grown rie© for a thousand year® without rotation of crops and 
without r©at, She productivity of th® land depends upon 
weather conditions alone. 13ie peasant does not know how to 
improve the land by using better seed since this requires 
research and @ducatlon» and the ?ietnî ese social fraaeworlc 
does not provide hto such infomation.. fhe rice field needs 
manure and the Vietnamese peasant toows it, Bat it is impossi­
ble for him to get fertiliser since every possible source 
is used, both human and animal# Bit these sources are 
limited and cheaical fertilizers are either too expensive or 
14 not available. 
•me lack of insecticides and pl̂ to-sanitation is 
evident in that every year damage caused by locusts and 
pucerons is enonaous, and the soil cannot piroduce effectively 
since there are laaaiy weeds in the fields. Labor alone cannot 
completely destroy these weeds, and new technology is needed. 
The low level of technolosy can be explained by two 
main categories? the lack of education and the lack of capital. 
In general, a ainimua level of education and literacy is the 
basic need in order to achieve widespread advances in tech-
nology, Viet Mam is one of the countries of Southeast Asia 
14 
G, Robequain, SiiS.*'# P* 228. 
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that at th© present time has a high Illiteracy rat©* B@sidQ8 
thlfi, th#r@ is no dducational aM administratiire struetur® 
through whl0h th© producars can leam nm t@ohiiolos|f« 
aiuoation would ©nabl© th© peasant to utili®® n@w 
t#ehnolosy, but without capital ther® is nothing to worfe with, 
m Vi©t Nam, wh©r© the peaaants ar@ too poor to buy m@n rela­
tively inezponsiv© producer goods ®uoh as î roved seeds, 
f@rtillae3:̂ , or Insectioldosi the cost of capital goods is 
far beyond their purchasing power• 
LACiC OF CAPIfAL 
One of the pr©dc«iinant features of VietnsmeB© agrl--
culture is the low ratio of capital to labor and to land. The 
capital ahortas® is sosetiiaes relative in th© sense that lî or 
d̂ land could be aade aore productive if more capital were 
availableI soaetimeg absolute in the sense that the supply 
of capital is insufficient to employ the population fully even 
in the least capital-intensive activities. 
Relatively, capital shortage is very true in ¥iet Kara 
since labor and land could be sore productive if more capital 
were available. Excepting the big land ô -mer who has enough 
capital to farm his land, most of the siaall landowners or 
ahare-croppers do not have sufficient capital. Many have 
only land or seeds. For inst«ice, some do not have a plow to 
till the land, Ihe picture of the mm pulling the plow vrtiile 
his woman pushes it is a veiy common sight in Viet Nam. It is 
obvious that with this kind of plowing, the soil could not 
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be r&rj well prepared, Gmsequently, productivity of tb© land 
i® very low. A tractor, or mm a buHilo# would in.or@ae© 
greatly the capacity of the land to produo®. 
fbe capital shortage is absolute in the iense that, 
due to the lack of capital, aumerous people must stay in 
their Tfill̂ e, content with their small piece of land, even 
thoush much umsed land exists in the mountains. Seeds, 
inexpensive tools and such that make up woritins capital are 
very imich needed. 
aie shortage of cggjital becomes more mad more acute 
since the peasant is too poor to accumulate it. Gapital in 
the form of seed is frequently consumed by the farmer during 
periods following crop failuwjs. Puiiihewaore, capital invested 
by the big landowner does not aid th© developfflent of agri­
culture since the high inteẑ st rate only furthers the 
decline of the borrower. 
fhe lack of coital has caused many grave problems! 
usuiT" for one, threatened by famine, the peasant borrows 
laoney and, since he has eaten his seed during the hard days, 
he must also borrow seed which is indispensabfe to his next 
crop. Chinese and Ghettyar money lenders are ready to lend 
isoney and seeds at a high rate of interest» If a peasant must 
borrow seed, he has to turn over to the lender a certain 
quantity of paddy after the harvest. Itepending on the ctm-
tracts, this quantity varies from one-third to one-half of 
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15 the normal harvest. In oas# of a poor harvest, th® peasant 
usually must sign a not© for th© paddy that h# has failed to 
turn over to the l@nd®r at an increased rate of interest. 
lJad©r this condition, it becomes practiê ly impossible for 
him to diseharg® his debt, since at the next harvest he aust 
16 
pB̂  approximately three times the initial rent. 
In case money is borrowed, the peasant has to pay 
as Ejuch as 120 per cent per annum as th© rat© of interest. 
Interest rates are so heavy that the peasant who besins to 
borrow most often can only free hijEself by selling a portion 
of his property. 
Above all, usuî  leads to the dispossession of the 
small landowners and to the bondage of the rent farmers, 
share-croppers and proletarisms. Besides, it has the unhappy 
effect of stripping agriculture, trade, and industry of its 
capital since no agricultural iî rovement, no trade or 
industrtel enterprise could bring in profits equal to the 
profits of usury. 
It should be noted here that agricultural cî it has 
existed in Viet ley®. The loan was made to the farraers throû  
credit institutions such as Credit Populaire Agricole, Gaisse 
Centrale de Credit Mutuel, and Hop fac Xa long Nsiiiep, with 
the nomal interest î te of 10 per cent per annum. However, 
this kind of loan does not benefit the peasant since a loan 
Chi, aa. cit.. p. 46. 
Kail, D. a. C.. A 311 
(MacMillan Coî any, 1955/» p. o5o. 
'̂̂ 'piexre Gourou, gg,. cit.. p. 82. 
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was aad© onlj with a lot of pyooeduî  and a great deal of 
Because Vletnaaes® peasants are not educated imd do 
iiot Imve ©xperieiKs© in sueh matters > he does not borrow from 
these institutions. Gonsequeatly, logycis are aad® to big 
iMidowners, who in turn lend to the peasant at a mtoh higher 
interest rate. 
ê combination of these factors presmnted in thli 
ohspter determines the produetivltjr of the ¥ietnmese agri­
culture. C<aî ared to the other ooujitries, the yield of rice 
per imit of area has been r®rj low. Table II ehowe a eoiaf>arlsoii 
of rice yield in ¥iet Mi® ifith other rioe produeing countries. 
MLS II 
RIGS ixmj) pm HMJTME II SELSDTm C001TR21S 
Countries 
Held per ifectare 
Per m, 1955 
%5ain 5,800 
Italy 5 #100 
Jap̂  4,810 
Austin la 4,590 
Argentina 4,010 
Jlalaya 1,950 
Burma 1,̂ 0 
Thailand 1,430 
Viet Man 1,300 
Source t PAO, of 
(Rome, 19̂ ), pp. IS-frT 
0HAPTIR ¥ 
POTaiTlAL COĤ RIBCJflOIS OP FAO f O  ¥ISf lAM 
From Chapter IV wher© the charaGterlstlca ef Vi@t* 
naaese agrieultur© were presented, w® em eonclud© that the 
cms® of low proAuotivlty aad low standards of liTlhs of the 
VlBtnmme rural people ©r© imder-ssf̂ l̂oyment, old techniques, 
shortage of capital, and imfavorabl© agrarian $truotur©* Any 
measures taken by FAO to iaprore the agricultural pztJduetiOh, 
and thus the economy as a whol®, must correct these defoets. 
First of all, FAO can contribute to the inigsrofOTent 
of production of farrasrs. Ifficiency of labor can b© lfflpr©v@d 
by in55rovins farm managemantt by enlarsins th© area cultivated, 
or by seeking employment outside tho ̂ ricultural iMustî , 
SNren for a family >iho mxa% obtain a larger fanaing 
unit before their labor re®ourc®s will b© fully ̂ ployed at 
av®ras© ©fficiency, th® first step should b® th® 3jS5)roTe®i©nt 
of practices, Through better farsi sianaĝ ffient practices, iuoh 
ai using better seeds, adding fertilizers to land and eŝ loyin̂  
scientific care of livestock, the output per faraer can be 
greatly increased, l\irthermore, work in non-agricultural 
industriea during times when farming does not require all the 
farmer's time, may materially supplement farm income. 
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FAO oould also contribute to the welfare of the Viet­
namese throxigh reducing ujid©r-®»ploym®nt, by assisting in 
opening up xieM lands and reclaiming land® whose resources 
ar© still untapped, In 195S» the PAO co-operated 'with the 
United Sations Steonomio CoiamiBSlon for Asia and th® Far East 
and the International Labor Ĉ animtion in making an eoonomic 
survey in Viet Mam» Prom this survey, recomnendations have 
been laad© and the VletnameB® government has made plana to 
develop these areas* Ih the "five-year plan for the econcaaic 
and social develo|»ient of Viet Ha©, 1957-1961", the Vietnamese 
goveî ent is emphaaiains the development of the regions of 
1 
Bao Lieu, Ca tSau# Gai San and the Jonos-Plains. 
In the matter of rioe culture, thanks to the research 
2 
of FAO and to the receipt of various varieties of rice, it 
is now possible to grow various varieties of rice in the areas 
îrtiich were flooded during the ŝ ôwins season. Here, the 
traditional method of the ordinary types of rice is 
not possible since flood water mounts rapidly in the rice 
fields, submersing the young plants in the water and causing 
to rot. With the special varieties of seeds, the culti­
vation of floating rice crops is possible* They are very 
P̂ress and Information Office, Stabasey of the Republic 
of Viet lam, Hews from Viet Kam. Volume 3$ Ko. 26, July, 1957# 
p. 2. 
D̂uring the fiscal year of 1955-1956, Viet Mam 
received 411 varieties of rice from abroad, (Govesment of 
Viet Ham, BsfiStiDl fi£,Sapmi8ai«al 1955-1956, 
Sai-son, 19̂ , p. 161.) 
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-rigorous ana matutr® rapidly in water durins th® growing 
season and» when the water irecedes, the plants oontlime to 
develop norsallj# M©r®0'?er, th® oost of oultlvatlii® floating 
rie@ is about two-thirds of the cost of th© transplanted rioe# 
However, the quality of floating rioe is somewhat inferior to 
that of transplanted rice# It ia hoped that through the 
research of FAO and of Viet Nam herself, the iiaprOT«ient of 
hisher quality seeds of this kind of rio© will IsgjroTe the 
produotion and at the same tiae reduoe th® oost of produotion. 
Vietnamese econoiay was based on rice, % to 19̂ 51 
it was on© of th® world's biggest produoers with an aaaual 
eâ jort of 1,3 million tons of rioe. As a:.restilt of war, rice 
eagport has dropped eoasiderablyi amounting to 4,750 tons in 
1956.̂  fhis decline was due to the decrease in demand fro© 
France and French territories loid loss of an Intermtional 
market caused by large orĉ s in Burma, Thall̂ d, Italy and 
the United States. Th® dependence of the Vietnaaese eoonomy 
upon rice, subject to Inteamational price fluotuations> is one 
of the weatoesses of the Vletnuiaese b̂ ance of payments. 
DiversifIcation of crops# for Whioh there is excellent oppor­
tunity in the sparsely populated interior plateau resions, 
would reduce the dependence on rice and rubber exports. la the 
past, the French tried many different crops but they were 
unsuccessful. Mn attempt at dlverslfloation was the ŝ *owlns 
V̂len ̂ oc Gia ©ions 1©, Bo Klnh fe Quoo da, jga flefi 
trlen oua nen Klnh te Viet Mm trom, naaa 1966. {Sal Gon 1957)» 
p. 65. 
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of ooffe®, but thla irentur® proved imtuocsssful because of 
poor quality and destruction by insects and diseases. But 
today, because of the intensive research done by PAO and ¥i©t 
Sam, many diseases can be controlled. Consequently, the 
diversification of agriculture is possible. 
Diversification of Vietnamese agriculture is necessary 
not only to render Viet Mm self-suff lelent In many products, 
but also to save Vletngaese currency, m 1955* alone, ?iet 
Ham iŝ sorted f million dollars worth of sugar to meet the 
4 Internal consusiptlon demand, The importation of fipuits, 
coffee, and other agricultural products also places heavy 
strain on the currency. 
She Vietnameee government has been attempting to 
pr«Mot© asrlcultural diversification through essperlment 
stations and by the distribution of seeds and plants to 
farmers. As an example. In 1956, the government set up 
experiment stations with a view to promoting the sugar cane 
industry, These stations carried out escperlments concemins 
the multiplication of pl̂ ts by cuttings imported fim Java 
and liidia. As a result of these experiments, production of 
mxs&T cane has developed satisfactorily. Within six months 
the area of sugar can© cultivation increased from 2,500 
4 Press and Infomatlon Office, Sfebassy of the Republic 
of Viet Nam, Hews from Ylet Ham. Volume 2, No. 33» Jteie 23, 
1956, p. 3. 
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h@etar©s to 4,500 hectares, an increas© of 2,000 hsetares or 
5 
80 per oent. Ei© oholc© of th© most profltatol© supplemental 
crop to rice production does not depend, on local potentiali­
ties alone, but to a S3̂ ®at ©xtent on th© size and knowledge 
of the marfeet, ni-ionally and lnt@3mationall|'. Throû  
marketIng Information contributed the FAD, th© govemsent 
can mafee plans for ad just ins the ŝ rlcultural program so as 
to meet the doaestle and foreign demand for agricultural 
products, 
Another contributic®. that WAO may render to ¥iet Nam 
is to increase the le-irel of technology. Most Tietnames© 
fansers are still using old farming tools and antiquated 
methods of fanning, m other under-developed countries, FAO 
has Introduced farm machinery and iB̂ roved small tools 
adaptable to the country in question. Such a prosraarii in ¥iet 
Mm could bring about an iaaaediate increase in output. 
ilithough less impressive than large scale mechanization pro-
sramSî  improved small tool© are roore suitable to the condi­
tions of the Vietnamese famers, anall tools are not oxAy 
suitable for local faiming conditions* characterized by small 
holdings and by an abimdant supply of labor, but also effective 
towird improving methods of cultivation which, in turn, result 
in increased efficiency of the fanners. The unfamiliarity with 
f̂he Times of ¥iet lam. "Sugar Cane Cultivation! 
Prograia for Production Ê ansioni" April 6, 1957, p. 10. 
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power machinery, the hl̂  eost of fuel, the diffleulty in 
Setting spar® parts and th© lack of eapital show that it is 
more fa-rorable to use lŝ ro¥©d smaCll tools than to usa power 
machines. 
liowever, power mmhimty should he introduced into 
?i®t Warn, hut cautiously ̂ d. under certain conditions, Th® 
mechiner̂  should be simple in constaaiction, ln@3cp@nslf® to 
buy and operate, eaaj to repair and to adapt to th© soil. 
MoreoTerj ther® must to® ©nough trained mechanics, opefmtors 
and manageisent personnel, and workshops for maliit#î c® and 
repair woric. 
The technical problea of constructing siâ l# asri-
cultural machinery,, according to FAO, already has been 
6 
satisfactorily solTed in some oth@r parts of the world, but 
the problem of training th@ Vietnamese to operate and maintain 
such machinery reaains, 2h recent years| FAO has oonG#ntrat©d 
its activities on th© tmining of technical peraonn©! in 
regional centers, such ae th© Far Skat Regional Technical 
Study Q-roups on Farm Mechanir.ation in Geylow. Moreover, FAO 
has also sent farm mechanisation experts to assist countries 
in orsanlzins and conduotlns training progimis aiulns at 
improving the methods of operations, maintmance and repair 
of all types of agricultural machinery which could be used 
in the countî * 
^FAO, The Activities St m m. m£., 
(Rome, 1955). p. •«>. 
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2310 problem of obtaining adocpat© agrleult̂ ral orodit 
facilities also could b© solved, m part at least, by PAO, At 
th© present tlsis, tb® Hatlonal ̂ rlcultuiml Credit Office is 
th® only financial organisation in Vi®t Ham., fhls organisa­
tion laakes loans to th# SIBEII farser for buyisog llvostock aM 
purcbaslns capital for cr<̂  production. These loans @nabl© 
the famer to acciulre seeds, fertilizers, llvestoclc, and farm 
iapleiaents, allowing him to tmild up sufficient capital to 
become self-sufficient., fhe futur® crop is the sialn cella-
toral for this type of loan.,*̂  Emmery this type of credit 
is not sufficient to inc.r#as© greatly the output of agricul-
ture, Si© farmers who »©©k loans ar© genorally uneducated 
and unable to think purposefully and precisely ©nough about 
their business. Few of thoa have practical knowladg® of 
teclmlcsl liaprov®a©nts in farrainsi nor btb many willing to 
adopt them, Itider these clrcuiastances,. farmers have four 
aaln n©#ds—practical knowledge of technical lî roir̂ ®nt, 
confldanc© In new technlqu©® of farming, adequate credit fao~ 
liltlas and practical guidance by agricultural experts.® 
fhes© needs can b© met by the introduoti<ai of the lupervised 
credit system developed by FAO a® presented in Chapter II, 
This kind of supervised credit systemi however, la costly and 
depends heavily on the character and training of the staff 
Viet Ham, "lACO Offlciale* Visit to 
the Riillppines aiid Japan," lovember 2, 1957# p. 10. 
8 
iMlted nations. Department of Economic Affairs, Bural 
3.954,) pp. 47-48, 
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and on hsTlng worthwhile t#ehnlcal improrementB to r©eomi»@iid. 
BiJt, neither staff nor technlsa,! knowledge represents 6r©at 
obstacles. FAO*s experleno© In other under-developed countries 
has qualified it both to train staff and to trsmsmit seientifio 
agricultural mathods to the Yletnasiese people. 
In suiam.ary, the main contributions that PAO may render 
to ¥l©t Ham ar©i the reduction ©f und̂ r-eHiployment, dirersi-
fioation of agriculture, high lev©! of agrioultural t®chnoll>gy 
ajid better farm manassffioat, Aiaons the most valuabl© prosrajm 
would b© research in breeding seeds of various varieties and 
controlling plant insects and diseas©®. Such progra®® would 
assist in th© divoraification of agrioultur©, thoroby con­
tributing to the stEbillEation of th© Vietnamese economy and 
to a more adeqmte diet for the people. Moreover, as Gharl@s 
Robequain puts it, diversified agrioultur© 
"would not only Improve hie (Vletnaaos® 
farmer) standaJnl of living» but it would 
also help to develop hie skills ®tnd mental 
alertness# Rio# i« a very old eultiva* 
tlon—th© most deep rooted of all—and in 
th© fac© of pr<̂ r©Bs its powers are 
shacKLed by the inert is of o©nturi©6» 
Th© method! and omre required by new 
crops, or rather, those which had form­
erly been littl© grown, ar© lik® a fr©sh 
wind blowing aBons th© peaemts, 32̂ ©n 
cofflaerelal tradltionfl, PACh a serious 
hindrance to the progress of rice culture, 
can more easily b® iaiproved for the na­
tive's own benefit in th© case of other 
crops. "9 
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